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Unit-01 (Fundamental of Python)
Introduction
The purpose of this study unit is to give you the first step towards the programming
language while motivating you to create useful, elegant and clever programs.
Hence, you will be able to get the first steps towards turning yourself into a person
who is skilled in the art of programming.
The next part of this unit will help you to identify features of Python, which is a
high-level programming language that is widely used in web development, mobile
application development, analysis of computing, scientific and numeric data,
creation of desktop GUIs, and software development. Furthermore, at the end of
this unit, we discuss mobile application development using Python since it is
regarded as one of the easiest programming languages being developed.

1.1 What is a program?
A program is a sequence of instructions that specifies how to perform a
computation. The computation might be something mathematical, such as solving
a system of equations or finding the roots of a polynomial, but it can also be a
symbolic computation, such as searching and replacing text in a document or
(strangely enough) compiling a program.
The details look different in different languages, but a few basic instructions appear
in just about every language:
•
•
•
•
•

input: Get data from the keyboard, a file, or some other device.
output: Display data on the screen or send data to a file or other device.
math: Perform basic mathematical operations like addition and
multiplication.
conditional execution: Check for certain conditions and execute the
appropriate code.
repetition: Perform some action repeatedly, usually with some variation.

Every program you’ve ever used, no matter how complicated, is made up of
instructions that look pretty much like these.
So you can think of programming as the process of breaking a large, complex task
into smaller and smaller subtasks until the subtasks are simple enough to be
performed with one of these basic instructions.
That may be a little vague, but we will come back to this topic when we talk about
algorithms.

1.2 Need for programming languages
Natural languages are the languages people speak, such as English, Spanish, and
French.
They were not designed by people, they evolved naturally.
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Formal languages are languages that are designed by people for specific
applications. For example, the notation that mathematicians use is a formal
language that is particularly good at denoting relationships among numbers and
symbols. Chemists use a formal language to represent the chemical structure of
molecules. And most importantly:
Programming languages are formal languages that have been designed to express
computations.
We are surrounded in our daily lives with computers ranging from large computers
to mobile phones or other devices. We can think of these computers as our
“personal assistants” who can take care of many things on our behalf. The
computers are essentially built to continuously ask us the question, “What would
you like me to do next?”
Writing programs (or programming) is a very creative and rewarding activity. You
can write programs for many reasons, ranging from making your living to solving
a difficult data analysis problem to having fun in helping someone else to solve a
problem.
Computers are so efficient and contain a large amount of memory to perform
different activities. If we have a mechanism or a language to instruct the computers
(since computers can only understand the machine language) we can use them to
perform/support our day to day activities. Interestingly, the kinds of things
computers can do best are often the repetitive things that we humans find boring
and mind-numbing.
It is essential to master the languages that you can communicate with the computers
(programming languages) so that you can delegate some of your work to the
computer and save your time.

1.3 Programming languages
In all over the world, language is the source of communication among human
beings. Different countries/regions have different languages. Similarly, in order to
communicate with the computer user also needs to have a language that should be
understood by the computer. For this purpose, different languages are developed
for performing different types of work on the computer. Basically, languages are
divided into two categories according to their interpretation i.e. Low-Level
Languages and High-Level Languages.
Low-level computer languages are machine codes or close to it. The computer
cannot understand instructions given in high-level languages or in English. It can
only understand and execute instructions given in the form of machine language
i.e. language of 0 and 1.
There are two types of low-level languages:
Machine Language.
Assembly Language
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Machine Language - It is the lowest and most elementary level of Programming
language and was the first type of programming language to be developed. Machine
Language is basically the only language which the computer can understand. In
fact, a manufacturer designs a computer to obey just one language, its machine
code, which is represented inside the computer by a String of binary digits (bits) 0
and 1. The symbol 0 stands for the absence of Electric pulse and 1 for the presence
of an electric pulse.
Since a computer is capable of recognizing electric signals, therefore, it understands
machine language.
Assembly Language - It was developed to overcome some of the many
inconveniences of machine language. This is another low level but a very important
language in which operation codes and operands are given in the form of
alphanumeric symbols instead of 0’s and l’s. These alphanumeric symbols will be
known as mnemonic codes and can have maximum up to 5 letter combination e.g.
ADD for addition, SUB for subtraction, START, LABEL etc. Because of this
feature, it is also known as ‘Symbolic Programming Language’. This language is
also very difficult and needs a lot of practice to master it because very small English
support is given to this language. The language mainly helps in compiler
orientations. The instructions of the Assembly language will also be converted to
machine codes by language translator to be executed by the computer.
High-Level Languages
High-level computer languages give formats close to the English language and the
purpose of developing high-level languages is to enable people to write programs
easily and in their own native language environment (English). High-level
languages are basically symbolic languages that use English words and/or
mathematical symbols rather than mnemonic codes. Each instruction in the highlevel language is translated into many machine language instructions thus showing
one-to-many translation.

1.4 Examples of Programming languages
C language is a very popular programming language in the electronic and
communication field. C is also used to program most microcontrollers. It is a
general-purpose programming language initially developed by Dennis Ritchie. C
has facilities for structured programming and its design provides constructs that
map efficiently to typical machine instructions. C is one of the most widely used
programming languages of all time. C compilers are available for the majority of
computer architectures and operating systems.
C++ is a general-purpose programming language. It has both structured and objectoriented programming features, while it also facilitates some hardware-level
programming such as low-level memory manipulation. It is designed with a bias
for systems programming (e.g. embedded systems, operating system kernels), with
performance, efficiency and flexibility of use as its design requirements.
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C++ has also been found useful in many other contexts, including desktop
applications, servers (e.g. e-commerce, web search, SQL), performance-critical
applications (e.g. telephone switches, space probes) and entertainment software,
such as video games.
Java - is a programming language that is concurrent, object-oriented, and
specifically designed with fewer implementation dependencies. It enables the
application developers “write once, run anywhere” (WORA), meaning that code
that runs on one platform does not need to be recompiled to run on another. So we
call Java a platform-independent language.
Java applications are typically compiled to byte code that can run on any Java
virtual machine (JVM) regardless of computer architecture. Java is one of the most
popular programming languages in use, particularly for the client-server web
applications. Java was originally developed by James Gosling at Sun
Microsystem’s (which has since merged into Oracle Corporation) and released in
1995 as a core component of Sun Microsystems’ Java platform. The language
derives much of its syntax from C and C++, but it has fewer low-level facilities
than either of them.
Python is a dynamic object-oriented programming language that can be compared
with Java and Microsoft’s .NET-based languages as a general-purpose substrate for
many kinds of software development. It offers strong support for integrating with
other technologies, higher programmer productivity throughout the development
life cycle, and is particularly well suited for large or complex projects with
changing requirements.
Python is also being used in mission-critical applications in the world’s largest
stock exchange, forms the basis for high-end newspaper websites, runs on millions
of cell phones, and is used in industries as diverse as ship building, feature-length
movie animation, and air traffic control. It is a rapidly growing open source
programming language. It is available for most operating systems, including
Windows, UNIX, Linux, and Mac OS.
Hardware Description Language (HDL) is a specialized computer language used
to program the structure, design and operation of electronic circuits, and most
commonly, digital logic circuits.
A hardware description language enables a precise, formal description of an
electronic circuit that allows for the automated analysis, simulation, and simulated
testing of an electronic circuit. It also allows for the compilation of an HDL
program into a lower-level specification of physical electronic components, such
as a set of masks used to create an integrated circuit.
A hardware description language looks much like a programming language such as
C. It is a textual description consisting of expressions, statements and control
structures. One important difference between most programming languages and
HDLs is that HDLs explicitly include the notion of time. Two types of popular
HDLs are VHDL and Verilog HDL.
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In computer programming’ a language or set of commands/instructions that
describe the actions are required. Using these instructions machines that can
perform a number of different tasks. In order to write instructions to perform
something, each action must have a precise, unambiguous meaning. Therefore, all
programming languages intended to manage the process of converting the human
requirements to a computer solution. A programmer has to play a vital role in
establishing the above goals in a successful manner.

1.5 The Programming Process
The primary concern of programming is to solve a problem which can range from
great scientific or national importance to something as trivial as relieving personal
boredom! Here we discussed a basic approach to solve such problems which consist
of the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify the Problem
Design a Solution
Write the Program
Check the Solution

Identify the Problem:
In the process of identifying the problem first, we need to collect the requirements
of the given scenario and then analyses the gathered requirements to identify the
problem. In the requirement stage, you are trying to work out exactly what your
program will be required to do. The next step, which is analysis, looks at the list of
requirements and decide exactly what your solution should do to fulfil them. As
there are various solutions to a single problem, here your aim is to focus on only the
solution that you have selected.
Design a Solution:
This stage focuses on how you're going to turn the previously identified specification
into a working program. A design is simply a higher-level description of a list of
steps instructing the computer what it should do. This stage does not depend on any
special programming language. Usually, special notations like pseudo code or
flowcharts are used in the design stage to illustrate problem solution. This step helps
a programmer to take the design as an initial step to build a computer program.
Write the program
The three stages of writing a program are Coding, Compiling and Debugging.
Coding is the act of translating the design into an actual program using some form
of programming language. The compilation is the translation of source code which
is written in some programming language into the machine code which can be
understood by the processor. Debugging is the process of finding and resolving
defects that prevent correct operation of computer software or a system.
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Solution
This step is very important where it tests your creation to check that it does what
you wanted it to do. This step is necessary because although the compiler has
checked that the program is correctly written, it cannot check whether what you've
written actually solves your original problem.

1.6 Introduction to Python
Python is a general-purpose programming language conceived in 1989 by Dutch
programmer Guido van Rossum. Python is free and open-source, with development
coordinated through the Python Software Foundation.
Python has experienced rapid adoption in the last decade and is now one of the most
popular programming languages.
Python is an all-purpose programming language that can be used to create desktop
applications, 3D graphics, video games, and even websites. It's a great first
programming language because it can be easy to learn and it's simpler than complex
languages like C, C++, or Java. Even so, Python is powerful and robust enough to
create advanced applications, and it's used in just about every industry that uses
computers. This makes Python a good language for young and old, with or without
any programming experience.

1.6.1 Common Uses
Python is a general-purpose language used in almost all application domains
•
•
•
•
•

Communications
web development
CGI and graphical user interfaces
Games
Multimedia, data processing, security, etc., etc., etc.

Used extensively by Internet service and high tech companies such as
• Google
• Dropbox
• Reddit
• YouTube
• Walt Disney Animation, etc., etc.
Often used to teach computer science and programming
About the origin of Python, Van Rossum wrote in 1996:
“Over six years ago, in December 1989, I was looking for a ‘hobby’ programming project that would
keep me occupied during the week around Christmas. My office ... would be closed, but I had a home
computer, and not much else on my hands. I decided to write an interpreter for the new scripting
language I had been thinking about lately: a descendant of ABC that would appeal to Unix/C hackers. I
chose Python as a working title for the project, being in a slightly irreverent mood (and a big fan of
Monty Python's Flying Circus).”
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The official introduction to Python is

“Python is an easy to learn, powerful programming language. It has efficient highlevel data structures and a simple but effective approach to object-oriented
programming. Python's elegant syntax and dynamic typing, together with its
interpreted nature, make it an ideal language for scripting and rapid application
development in many areas on most platforms.”

1.7 History of Python language
Python was conceptualized in the late 1980s. So, what about the name "Python":
Most people think about snakes, and even the logo depicts two snakes, but the origin
of the name has its root in British humour. Guido van Rossum, the creator of Python,
wrote in 1996 about the origin of the name of his programming language1: "Over
six years ago, on December 1989, I was looking for a 'hobby' programming project
that would keep me occupied during the week around Christmas. My office ... would
be closed, but I had a home computer and not much else on my hands. I decided to
write an interpreter for the new scripting language I had been thinking about lately:
a descendant of ABC that would appeal to Unix/C hackers. I chose Python as a
working title for the project, being in a slightly irreverent mood (and a big fan of
Monty Python's Flying Circus)."
Python is derived from many other languages, including ABC, Modula-3, C, C++,
Algol-68, SmallTalk, and Unix shell and other scripting languages.
Python is copyrighted. Like Perl, Python source code is now available under the
GNU General Public License (GPL).
Python is now maintained by a core development team at the institute, although
Guido van Rossum still holds a vital role in directing its progress.

1.8 Development Steps of Python
Guido Van Rossum published the first version of Python code (version 0.9.0) at
alt.sources in February 1991. This release included already exception handling,
functions, and the core data types of list, dict, str and others.
It was also object-oriented and had a module system. Python version 1.0 was
released on January 1994. The major new features included in this release were the
functional programming tools lambda, map, filter and reduce, which Guido Van
Rossum never liked. Six and a half years later on October 2000, Python 2.0 was
introduced. This release included list comprehensions, a full garbage collector and
it was supporting Unicode. Python flourished for another 8 years in the versions 2.x
before the next major release as Python 3.0 (also known as "Python 3000" and
"Py3K") was released. Python 3 is not backwards compatible with Python 2.x. The
emphasis in Python 3 had been on the removal of duplicate programming constructs
and modules.
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1.9 Features of Python
Simple
Python is a simple and minimalistic language. Reading a good Python program
feels almost like reading English, although very strict English! This pseudocode nature of Python is one of its greatest strengths. It allows you to
concentrate on the solution to the problem rather than the language itself.
Easy to Learn
As you will see, Python is extremely easy to get started with. Python has an extraordinarily
simple syntax, as already mentioned.
Free and Open Source
Python is an example of a FLOSS (Free/LibrÃ© and Open Source Software).
In simple terms, you can freely distribute copies of this software, read it's source
code, make changes to it, use pieces of it in new free programs, and that you
know you can do these things. FLOSS is based on the concept of a community
which shares knowledge. This is one of the reasons why Python is so good - it
has been created and is constantly improved by a community who just want to
see a better Python.
High-level Language
When you write programs in Python, you never need to bother about the lowlevel details such as managing the memory used by your program, etc.
Portable
Due to its open-source nature, Python has been ported (i.e. changed to make it
work on) to many platforms. All your Python programs can work on any of
these platforms without requiring any changes at all if you are careful enough
to avoid any system-dependent features.
Interpreted
A program written in a compiled language like C or C++ is converted from the
source language i.e. C or C++ into a language that is spoken by your computer
(binary code i.e. 0s and 1s) using a compiler with various flags and options.
When you run the program, the linker/loader software copies the program from
hard disk to memory and starts running it.
Python, on the other hand, does not need compilation to binary. You just run the
program directly from the source code. Internally, Python converts the source
code into an intermediate form called byte codes and then translates this into
the native language of your computer and then runs it. All this, actually, makes
using Python much easier since you don't have to worry about compiling the
program, making sure that the proper libraries are linked and loaded, etc, etc.
This also makes your Python programs much more portable, since you can just
copy your Python program onto another computer and it just works!
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Object-Oriented
Python supports procedure-oriented programming as well as object-oriented
programming. In procedure-oriented languages, the program is built around
procedures or functions which are nothing but reusable pieces of programs.
In object-oriented languages, the program is built around objects which combine
data and functionality. Python has a very powerful but simplistic way of doing
OOP, especially when compared to big languages like C++ or Java.
Extensible
If you need a critical piece of code to run very fast or want to have some piece
of algorithm not to be open, you can code that part of your program in C or C++
and then use them from your Python program.
Embeddable
You can embed Python within your C/C++ programs to give 'scripting'
capabilities for your program's users.
Extensive Libraries
The Python Standard Library is huge indeed. It can help you do various things
involving regular expressions, documentation generation, unit testing, threading,
databases, web browsers, CGI, FTP, email, XML, XML-RPC, HTML, WAV
files, cryptography, GUI (graphical user interfaces), Tk, and other systemdependent stuff. Remember, all this is always available wherever Python is
installed. This is called the 'Batteries Included' philosophy of Python.

1.10 Version of Python
There are two versions of Python, Python 2 and Python 3; the two versions differ
somewhat in syntax. There is a description of the two versions at the official Python
website, http://wiki.python.org/moin/Python2orPython3.
Python 2 is pre-installed on Mac OS X and Linux. You can try out Python without
installing anything by opening the terminal and writing python at the command line.
The command will start the Python Shell where the interpreter will interpret your
code. In order to exit from the Python Shell, press Ctrl+d.
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Python 3 might be pre-installed, you can check it out by writing the
command python3 in the terminal.
Let’s look at all python versions with its released date:
Python Version

Released Date

Python 1.0

January 1994

Python 1.5

December 31, 1997

Python 1.6

September 5, 2000

Python 2.0

October 16, 2000

Python 2.1

April 17, 2001

Python 2.2

December 21, 2001

Python 2.3

July 29, 2003

Python 2.4

November 30, 2004

Python 2.5

September 19, 2006

Python 2.6

October 1, 2008

Python 2.7

July 3, 2010

Python 3.0

December 3, 2008

Python 3.1

June 27, 2009

Python 3.2

February 20, 2011

Python 3.3

September 29, 2012

Python 3.4

March 16, 2014

Python 3.5

September 13, 2015

Python 3.6

December 23, 2016

Python 3.6.4

December 19, 2017
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1.11 Why Python
1. It is a general-purpose, high level, programming language. This means that
you should be able to do anything you want to do using Python, and it should
be relatively easy to accomplish.
2. It’s free. Funding rates for scientific research are extremely low at the moment
and this means that expensive software licences are often untenable,
especially for students conducting their own research. This also allows
students in the class to program on any computer they want without dealing
with licensing hassles and guarantees that anyone can take advantage of the
online resources that are being developed.
3. It runs on all major operating systems.
4. It is used by many professional programmers and taught in many computer
science departments. This makes collaborating with experts on large or
complex projects much easier.

1.12 Applications for Python
Python lets you develop a web application without too much trouble. It has libraries
for internet protocols like HTML and XML, JSON, e-mail processing, FTP, IMAP,
and easy-to-use socket interface.
Applications of Python Programming in Desktop GUI
Most binary distributions of Python ship with Tk, a standard GUI library. It lets you
draft a user interface for an application. Apart from that, some toolkits are available:
• wxWidgets
• Kivy – for writing multitouch applications
• Qt via pyqt or pyside
1. Scientific and Numeric Applications
This is one of the very common applications of python programming. With its power,
it comes as no surprise that python finds its place in the scientific community.
2. Software Development Application
Software developers make use of python as a support language. They use it for buildcontrol and management, testing, and for a lot of other things:
3. Python Applications in Education
Thanks to its simplicity, brevity, and large community, Python makes for a great
introductory programming language. Applications of python programming in
education has a huge scope as it is a great language to teach in schools or even learn
on your own.
4. Python Applications in Business
Python is also a great choice to develop ERP and e-commerce systems:
• Tryton – A three-tier, high-level general-purpose application platform.
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• Odoo – A management software with a range of business applications. With that,
it’s an all-rounder and forms a complete suite of enterprise-management
applications in-effect.
5. Database Access
This is one of the hottest Python Applications.
With Python, you have:
• Custom and ODBC interfaces to MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL, MS SQL
Server, and others. These are freely available for download.
• Object databases like Durus and ZODB
• Standard Database API
6. Network Programming
With all those possibilities, how would Python slack in network programming? It
does provide support for lower-level network programming:
• Twisted Python – A framework for asynchronous network programming.
We mentioned in section 2.
• An easy-to-use socket interface
7. Games and 3D Graphics
Safe to say, this one is the most interesting. When people hear someone say they’re
learning Python, the first thing they get asked is – ‘So, did you make a game yet?’
PyGame, PyKyra are two frameworks for game development with Python. Apart
from this, we also get a variety of 3D-rendering libraries.
If you’re one of those game-developers, you can check out PyWeek, a semi-annual
game programming contest.
8. Other Python Applications
These are some of the major Python Applications. Apart from what we just discussed,
it still finds use in more places:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Console-based Applications
Audio – or Video-based Applications
Applications for Images
Enterprise Applications
3D CAD Applications
Computer Vision (Facilities like face-detection and colour-detection)
Machine Learning
Robotics
Web Scraping (Harvesting data from websites)
Scripting
Artificial Intelligence
Data Analysis (The Hottest of Python Applications)
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1.13 Download and installation of Python on Windows
Installing and running Python on your personal computer is no difficult task. It
involves just a few simple steps:
1. First, go to the https://www.python.org and download Python on your
computer. Click on Python Download.

2. After downloading, click on the downloaded file. Select “Install now” and
select the checkbox to add Python to the path.
It will show you two options.
Install PIP Windows
This is the default option. It also includes the IDLE (Integrated Development Environment), pip,
and official documentation. It also creates shortcuts.
Customize Python Installation
This option allows you to choose the features that you want.
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You will see the following checkboxes:
•
•
•
•

Documentation
pip
tcl/tk and IDLE- install Tkinter and the IDLE
Python test suite- This installs the standard library test suite of Python

Advanced Options while Installing Python

•
•
•

Next, it gives you a set of advanced options:
Install for all users
Associate files with Python (requires the py launcher)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Create shortcuts for installed applications
Add Python to environment variables
Precompile standard library
Download debugging symbols
Download debug binaries (requires VS 2015 or later)
You may also specify the location to install the directory at.

Other than these two options, the installer also asks you if you want to add Python to
PATH. We will look at this in step 3. Click ‘Install’ and wait till the progress meter
hits the end.

Next, you will see a ‘Python Setup Successful Window’.

c. Add Python to System Environment Variables
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To run Python on your system, you need to add Python 3.6 to PATH in the system
environment variables. If you tick the checkbox for ‘Add Python 3.6 to PATH’ in
Step 1, you don’t need to do it explicitly.
However, if you choose to add it manually later, open System Environment
Variables:
Control Panel>System Properties>Advanced>Environment Variables>System
Variables>Path>Edit
Locate the Python directory on your computer and append the location to the end of
the PATH variable. It may look like this:
C:\Users\lifei\AppData\Local\Programs\Python\Python36-32
An environment variable holds values about the current environment. You need it so you
can access Python through the command line.

d. Install pip
If you tick the checkbox for pip in Step 2, pip will install for you.
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After You Install Python on Windows
You have now installed Python. Now, you can find a list of programs in the Start
Menu.

So now, you can reach Python in the following ways:
a. Command Prompt
You can run Python on the command prompt in two ways:
1) The Conventional way
Search for Command Prompt, and type the following: python
Now, you can use it as an interpreter. As an example, we have calculated 2+3.
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2) Using the Start Menu
b. The IDLE
There are various editors for writing Python code. The easiest way to start writing
Python is to use IDLE, an integrated development environment for Python. Using
IDLE you get some help with the syntax; as an example, keywords are displayed in
a different colour.
Open the Start menu. Click on Python 3.6 (32-bit). This will take you to the command
prompt for Python. You can now begin coding.

7. Write your first program with Python.
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To run a script with multiple lines, write the program in the editor in Python IDLE
and save it in the directory that you would use to save all programs. It will be saved
as a *.py, for example, myFirstProg.py file. You can run the script from Windows
command prompt typing python myFirstProg.py.

1.14 The first program
Traditionally, the first program you write in a new language is called “Hello, World!”
because all it does is display the words “Hello, World!”.
In Python, it looks like this:
print 'Hello, World!'
This is an example of a print statement, which doesn’t actually print anything on
paper. It displays a value on the screen. In this case, the result is the words Hello,
World!
The quotation marks in the program mark the beginning and end of the text to be
displayed; they don’t appear in the result.
In Python 3, the syntax for printing is slightly different:
print('Hello, World!')
The parentheses indicate that print is a function.
A script usually contains a sequence of statements. If there is more than one
statement, the results appear one at a time as the statements execute.
For example, the script,
print(1)
x=2
print(x)
Produces the output
1
2
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The assignment statement produces no output.
Python is considered an interpreted language because Python programs are executed
by an interpreter. There are two ways to use the interpreter: interactive mode and
script mode.
In interactive mode, you type Python programs and the interpreter displays the result:
>>> 1 + 1
2
The chevron, >>>, is the prompt the interpreter uses to indicate that it is ready. If you
type 1 + 1, the interpreter replies 2.
Alternatively, you can store code in a file and use the interpreter to execute the
contents of the file, which is called a script. By convention, Python scripts have
names that end with .py.
To execute the script, you have to tell the interpreter the name of the file. If you have
a script named dinsdale.py and you are working in a UNIX command window, you
type python dinsdale.py. In other development environments, the details of executing
scripts are different.
Working in interactive mode is convenient for testing small pieces of code because
you can type and execute them immediately. But for anything more than a few lines,
you should save your code as a script so you can modify and execute it in the future.

Installation and Running Python Program
Once you’ve installed Python, the bit we’re interested in is the IDLE Python GUI.
GUI stands for Graphical User Interface. Open this up now, by typing ‘IDLE’ into
the start bar, or by finding it in your list of installed programs.
This is how it looks in Windows 10:

Click on the icon, and you’ll find yourself staring at the shell. In the shell, you can
type in commands one at a time. For example, if you type:
print(“How are You”)

into the shell.
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Using the shell is OK for short programs that you don’t need to save or share with
other people.
But if you’ve spent time making an amazing game or big programs (which we will
be doing) we’ll want to save it and share it.
To do this, open a new window, by
Clicking File > New Window, and type the same ‘print’ command into the empty
box that appears.
Click File > Save, and call it something.py (FileName.py). The .py extension is
important, as it tells IDLE that we are writing a python program.
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Once the file has been saved, click Run > Run Module, and see it execute in the
shell.

So there we have it. A Python program.

1.15 Let us Sum Up
In the first part of this unit, we discussed basics in programming and the necessary
skills to be a programmer. The second part of this unit is about the types of
programming languages which includes C, C++, Java, Prolog etc. Further, it explains
the basic concepts of programming related to Python programming language. Then
we discuss how to download, install and run the first program with Python.
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Unit-02 (Variables, Expressions and Statements)
Introduction
In this unit, we discuss one of the most powerful features of a programming
language, which is the ability to manipulate variables. Further, it focuses your
attention towards statements and expressions. A statement is an instruction that
the Python interpreter can execute and expression is a combination of values,
variables, operators, and calls to functions.
Upon completion of this unit you will be able to:

•
•
•

Explain identifiers, variables, constants, assignment and expressions
used in Python.
Identify basic concepts of input and output.
Apply string manipulation techniques in python.

2.1 Values and types
A value is one of the basic things a program works with, like a letter or a
number. The values we have seen so far are 1, 2, and 'Hello, World!'.
These values belong to different types: 2 is an integer, and 'Hello, World!' is
a string, so-called because it contains a “string” of letters. We can identify
strings because they are enclosed in quotation marks.
If you are not sure what type a value has, the interpreter can tell you.
Just type
>>> type('Hello, World!')
<type 'str'>
OR
>>> type(17)
<type 'int'>
Not surprisingly, strings belong to the type str and integers belong to the type
int.
Less obviously, numbers with a decimal point belong to a type called float,
because these numbers are represented in a format called floating-point.
>>> type(3.2)
<type 'float'>
What about values like '17' and '3.2'? They look like numbers, but they are in
quotation marks like strings.
>>> type('17')
<type 'str'>
>>> type('3.2')

<type 'str'>

They’re strings.
When you type a large integer, you might be tempted to use commas between
groups of three digits, as in 1,000,000. This is not a legal integer in Python,
but it is legal:
Message-→’And now for something completely different’
N→ 19
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PI→ 3.1415926535897932
>>> 1,000,000
(1, 0, 0)
Well, that’s not what we expected at all! Python interprets 1,000,000 as a
comma-separated sequence of integers. This is the first example we have seen
of a semantic error:
The code runs without producing an error message, but it doesn’t do the
“right” thing.

2.2 Variables
In every programming languages, a variable is a name of a memory location
used to store data. Each variable must have a unique name called an identifier.
A variable is treated as a container that holds data which can be changed during
programming.
For a layman, a variable is like a bag to store books in it and those books can
be replaced at any time.
One of the most powerful features of a programming language is the ability to
manipulate variables. A variable is a name that refers to a value.
Variables are nothing but reserved memory locations to store values. This
means that when you create a variable you reserve some space in memory.
Note: In Python, we don't assign values to the variables, whereas Python gives
the reference of the object (value) to the variable.

Declaring Variables
In Python, we do not need to declare a variable to reserve memory space. The
"variable declaration" or "variable initialization" happens automatically when
we assign a value to a variable.

Assignment of value to a Variable
We can use the assignment operator “= “to assign the value to a variable. An
Assignment statement creates new variables and gives them values:
>>> message = 'And now for something completely different'
>>> n = 17
>>> pi = 3.1415926535897932
This example makes three assignments.
•
•
•

The first assigns a string to a new variable named message;
The second gives the integer 17 to n;
The third assigns the (approximate) value of p to pi.

A common way to represent variables on paper is to write the name with an
arrow pointing to the variable’s value. This kind of figure is called a state
diagram because it shows what state each of the variables is in.
The result of the previous example.
The type of a variable is the type of value it refers to
>>> type(message)
<type 'str'>
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>>> type(n)
<type 'int'>
>>> type(pi)
<type 'float'>
Example 1: Declaring and assigning a value to a variable
website = "osou.ac.in"
print(website)
OUTPUT:
osou.ac.in
In the above example, we assigned a value osou.ac.in to the variable website. Then
we try to print the value assigned to the website i.e osou.ac.in.
Note: Python is a type inferred programming language, it can automatically know
“osou.ac.in” is a String and declare website as a String.
Example 2: Changing the value of a variable
website = "osou.ac.in"
# assigning a new variable to website
website = "osou.com"
print(website)
When we run the above program, the output will be:
osou.com
In example2, we assigned the new value “osou.com” to website. Now, the new
value “osou.com” will replace the old value “osou.ac.in”.
Example 3: Assigning multiple values to multiple variables
a, b, c = 10, 10.5, "OSOU"
print (a)
print (b)
print (c)
If we want to assign the same value to multiple variables at once, we can do this as
a = b = c = "OSOU"
print (x)
print (y)
print (z)
This example assigns a string “OSOU” to all the three variables a, b and c.
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2.3 Variable names, keywords, Constants and Identifiers
Programmers generally choose names for their variables that are meaningful.
Name of the variable depicts what the variable is used for.

2.3.1 Naming Conventions of the variables in Python
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Variable names can be arbitrarily long.
Can contain both letters and numbers,
It is legal to use uppercase letters, but it is a good idea to begin variable names
with a lowercase letter.
The underscore character, _, can appear in a variable name.
Never use special symbols like !, @, #, $, %, etc.
Don't start the name with a digit.
Variable names should have a combination of letters in lowercase (a to z) or
uppercase (A to Z) or digits (0 to 9) or an underscore (_).

It is often used in names with multiple words, such as bill_number or
quantity_in_hand.
If you give a variable an illegal name, you will get a syntax error:
>>> 9toatls = 890
SyntaxError: invalid syntax
>>> display@ = ‘Hello world!’
SyntaxError: invalid syntax
>>> class = 'Theoretical Physics'
SyntaxError: invalid syntax
9totals is illegal because it does not begin with a letter. display@ is illegal
because it contains an illegal character, @. But what is wrong with the class?

2.3.2 Keywords
The reason is class is one of Python’s keywords. The interpreter uses keywords
to recognize the structure of the program, and they cannot be used as variable
names.
Keywords are the reserved words in Python. One cannot use a keyword as a
variable name, function name or any other identifier. They are used to define the
syntax and structure of the Python language. In Python, keywords are case
sensitive.
Python version 2 has 31 keywords and version 3.3 has 33 keywords. This number
can vary marginally in the course of time:
and
as
assert
break
class
continue
def

del
elif
else
except
exec
finally
for

from
global
if
import
in
is
lambda

not
or
pass
print
raise
return
try

while
with
yield
nonlocal
True
none

In Python version 3, exec is no longer a keyword, but nonlocal is.
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We may want to keep this list for easy reference. If the interpreter complains
about one of your variable names, first you can check if it is on this list.

2.3.3 Constants
A constant is a type of variable whose value cannot be changed throughout the
program. Constants are like containers that hold information or data which
cannot be changed anymore.
As a layman, we can think of constant as a bag to store some books and those
books cannot be replaced once placed inside that bag.
Assigning a value to a constant
In Python, constants are usually declared and assigned on a module.
Here, the module means a new file containing variables, functions etc. which
is imported to the main file.
Inside the module, constants are written in all capital letters and underscores
separating the words. For better understanding let see the following example.
Example 3: Declaring and assigning value to a constant
Create a file named constant.py
PI = 3.14
GRAVITY = 9.8
NOTE: constants are written in all capital letters
Create a main.py
import constant
print(constant.PI)
print(constant.GRAVITY)
When we run the program, the output will be:
3.14
9.8
In the above example, we create a file “constant.py” which is called a module
file. Then, we assign the constant value to PI and GRAVITY. After that, we
create a main.py file and import the constant module. Finally, we print the
constant value.
Note: In reality, we don't use constants in Python. The globals or constants
module is used throughout the Python programs.

2.3.3.1 Rules and naming convention for constants
•
•
•

Create a name that makes sense. Suppose, totalMark makes more sense
than tm.
Use capital letters where possible to declare a constant.
Never use special symbols like !, @, #, $, %, etc.
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•
•
•

Don't start name with a digit.
Constants are put into Python modules and meant not be changed.
Constant names should have a combination of letters in lowercase (a to
z) or uppercase (A to Z) or digits (0 to 9) or an underscore (_).

2.3.4 Identifiers
The identifier is the name given to things like class, functions, variables, array
etc. in Python.
Rules for writing identifiers
•
•
•

Identifiers can be a combination of letters in lowercase (a to z) or
uppercase (A to Z) or digits (0 to 9) or an underscore (_).
An identifier cannot start with a digit. 9variable is invalid, but
variable2 is perfectly fine.
Keywords cannot be used as identifiers.
Example:

•

>>> for = 10
OUTPUT:
SyntaxError: invalid syntax
We cannot use special symbols like !, @, #, $, % etc. in our identifier.
Example:
>>> a@ = 0
OUTPUT:
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "<pyshell#5>", line 1, in <module>
a@=1
NameError: name 'a' is not defined

•
•
•

Identifier can be of any length.
Python is a case-sensitive language.
While, m = 70 is valid. Writing mark = 70 would make more sense and
it would be easier to figure out what does “m” means even when you
look at your code after a long time.
• Multiple words can be separated using an underscore
• Example: my_Name_Is
• We can also use a camel-case style of writing

2.4 Data Type in Python
A Variable is an identifier which points to a value of a certain data type stored
at a specific location in memory.
The reason a variable need to be associated with a specific data type is so that
the computer knows how to interpret the binary data stored in memory.
So, for example, 1000001 could either be the number 65 or the character "A".
The only way the computer will know how to interpret this binary data is by the
data type associated with the variable pointing to that value in memory.
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In Python, everything is an object. Data types are actually classes and the
variables we define are instances or object of those classes.
Data types in Python differ based on a number of values they can contain, their
mutability, and their order.
There are two functions available to check the type of a variable. The type()
function will return the data type of the variable that is passed to it. The
isinstance() function can check if a variable’s data type matches the one we
provide. We discuss it later part of the Course.
There are various data types in Python as follows.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Basic numeric types
Strings
Lists
Tuples
Sets
Dictionaries

2.4.1 Basic numeric types
Basic Numeric data types store numeric values. They are immutable data types,
this means that you cannot change its value.
There are 3 kinds of numbers in Python:
•
•
•

integers (int)
floating-points (float)
complex numbers (complex)

integers (int): integers hold whole numbers such as 10, 15 or -16 etc. integers
can be of any length, it is only limited by the memory available.
Example:
mark=75
print(mark)
print(mark, "is of type", type(mark))
OUTPUT:
75
75 is of type <class 'int'>
floating-points (float): Floating-point numbers are those which contain an
integer part and a fractional part and contain a decimal symbol. They are
accurate up to 15 decimal places and are truncated after that. For example 1 is
an integer, 1.0 is floating-point number.
Example:
f_var = 2.0
print(f_var, "is of type", type(f_var))
OUTPUT:
2.0 is of type <class 'float'>
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Example:
f_var = 2.01242345354657863745382475238374237
print(f_var, "is of type", type(f_var))
OUTPUT:
2.0124234535465786 is of type <class 'float'>
complex numbers (complex): Complex numbers are those which contain a real
part and an imaginary part. They are usually denoted in the format x+yj.
Example:
my_var = 1 + 2j
type(my_var)
isinstance(my_var, complex)
OUTPUT:
<class 'complex'>
True

2.4.2 Strings
Strings are amongst the most popular data types in Python. A string in Python is an immutable
and ordered sequence of items. They can be defined using single-quotes (') or double-quotes (").
Example:
uni = "Welcome To OSOU"
dist = 'Sambalpur'
Since strings in Python are ordered, we can extract individual characters from a string using their
integer indices, starting with 0. The first letter of a string is always at position 0, and the positions
numerically increase after that. For example:
>>> my_var = “Aseem Kumar Patel”
>>> my_var[0]
OUTPUT: 'A'
>>> my_var[10]
OUTPUT: 'r'
Syntax

Operation

print (len(String_Name))

Returns String Length

print (String_Name.index(“Char”))

print (String_Name[::-1])

Locate a character in String
Count the number of times a character is repeated in a
String
Reverse a String

print (String_Name.upper())

Convert the letters in a String to upper-case

print (String_Name.lower())

Convert the letters in a String to lower-case

print (String_Name.count(“Char”))
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2.4.2 Lists
A list is iterable, ordered, and mutable collection of items. It is like an array() in
other programming languages. A list can contain any type of items.
List is the most versatile datatype available in Python which can be written as a
list of comma-separated values (items) between square brackets.
Example:
items = ['java', 'C', 'Perl', 50, 2.5]
print(items)
OUTPUT:
['java', 'C', 'Perl', 50, 2.5]
List contains both words as well as numbers.
Example:
items = ['java', 'C', 'Perl', 50, 2.5]
print(items)
print(items [0])
print(items [0:2])
print(len (items))
print(items * 2)
print(items [::-1])
OUTPUT:
['java', 'C', 'Perl', 50, 2.5]
java
['java', 'C']
5
['java', 'C', 'Perl', 50, 2.5, 'java', 'C', 'Perl', 50, 2.5]
[2.5, 50, 'Perl', 'C', 'java']
The use of the above function is as below
Syntax
Subjects [0]
Subjects [0:2]
len (Subjects)
Subjects * 2
Subjects [::-1]

Description
This will give the index 0 value from the
Subjects List.
This will give the index values from 0 till
2, but it won’t include 2 the Subjects List.
This will return the length of the list
This will repeat the Subjects List twice.
This will reverse the Subjects List
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2.4.4 Tuple
A tuple is exactly the same as a list, but with one difference: tuples are
immutable. This means that once a tuple is defined, its value cannot be changed.
items = ['java', 'C', 'Perl', 50, 2.5]
Now you must be thinking why Tuples when we have Lists?
So the simple answer would be, Tuples are faster than Lists. If you’re defining
a constant set of values which you just want to iterate, then use Tuple instead
of a List.
Keep in mind that Tuple operations are similar to Lists, but you cannot update,
delete or add an element to a Tuple.
Example:
my_var = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
print(type(my_var))
OUTPUT:
<class 'tuple'>

2.4.5 Sets
A set is an unordered collection of unique items. It is used when we want to
automatically remove duplicates from a list of items.
A Set is created by placing all the items (elements) inside curly braces {},
separated by ‘,’ comma.
Example:
set_1 = {10,20,30}
Example:
set_1 = {10,20,30}
print(Set_1)
OUTPUT: {10, 20, 30}
Example:
set_1 = {10,20,30,10,30,50}
print(Set_1)
OUTPUT: {10, 20, 50, 30}
Here 30 and 10 is repeated twice, but it will print it only once.
Because it is unordered, it does not support extracting elements using integer
indices or slicing. It does, however, support other methods, such as union(),
intersection(), and difference().
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Example:
my_var = {1, 2, 3}
my_var_2 = {4, 5}
print("Union is", my_var.union(my_var_2))
my_var_2 = {1, 2, 5}
print("intersection is",my_var.intersection(my_var_2))
my_var_2 = {3, 4, 1}
print("Difference is",my_var.difference(my_var_2))
OUTPUT:
Union is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
intersection is {1, 2}
Difference is {2}
Example:
my_var = {1, 2, 3}
my_var_2 = {4, 5}
print("Union is", (my_var|my_var_2))
my_var_2 = {1, 2, 5}
print("intersection is",(my_var & my_var_2))

my_var_2 = {3, 4, 1}
print("Difference is",(my_var-my_var_2))
OUTPUT:
Union is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
intersection is {1, 2}
Difference is {2}

2.4.6 Dictionary
A dictionary in Python is an iterable, mutable, and unordered collection of
key-value pairs. They are great for storing a large amount of information.
Example:
my_var = {"a": 1, "b": 2, "c": 3, "d": 4, "e": 5}
print(type(my_var))
OUTPUT: <class 'dict'>
We know about the Adhaar Card. For those of you who don’t know what it is,
it is nothing but a unique ID which has been given to all Indian citizen. So for
every Adhaar number, there is a name and few other details attached.
Now you can consider the Adhaar number as a ‘Key’ and the person’s detail
as the ‘Value’ attached to that Key.
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Dictionaries contain these ‘Key-Value’ pairs enclosed within curly braces and
Keys and values are separated with ‘:’.
Example:
Adhaar_Card = {'Name' : 'Aseem', 'Age' : 23, 'Anumber': 256894758}
print(Adhaar_Card['Name'])
print(Adhaar_Card['Age'])
print(Adhaar_Card['Anumber'])
OUTPUT:
Aseem
23
256894758
We can change the value of the directory as follows
Example:
Adhaar_Card = {'Name' : 'Aseem', 'Age' : 23, 'Anumber': 256894758}
print(Adhaar_Card['Name'])
print(Adhaar_Card['Age'])
print(Adhaar_Card['Anumber'])
Adhaar_Card['Age'] = 35
print(Adhaar_Card['Age'])
OUTPUT:
Aseem
23
256894758
35

2.5 Type Casting in Python (Type Conversion)
The various data types listed above can be cast, or converted, from one to the
other. Casting is performed by using the data type’s class constructor, such as
int(), float(), str(), list(), tuple(), set(), and dict().
The process of converting the value of one data type (integer, string, float,
etc.) to another data type is called type conversion.
Python has two types of type conversion.
1. Implicit Type Conversion
2. Explicit Type Conversion

2.5.1 Implicit Type Conversion
In this conversion technique, Python automatically converts one data type to
another data type. This process doesn't need any user contribution.
Basically in this conversion Python conversion the lower data type (integer) to
the higher data type (float) to avoid data loss.
Example 1: Converting integer to float
num_integer = 547
num_float = 1.23
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num_new = num_ integer + num_ float
print("datatype of num_ integer:",type(num_ integer))
print("datatype of num_ float:",type(num_ float))
print("Value of num_new:",num_new)
print("datatype of num_new:",type(num_new))
OUTPUT:
datatype of num_integer: <class 'int'>
datatype of num_float: <class 'float'>
Value of num_new: 548.23
datatype of num_new: <class 'float'>
Here, We add two variables num_integer and num_float, storing the value in
num_new.
In the output we can see the data type of num_integer is an integer, the
datatype of num_float is a float.
Also, we can see the num_new has a float data type because Python always
converts smaller data type to larger data type to avoid the loss of data.
This type of automatic conversion is called Implicit Type conversion.
Example 2: Converting integer to String
num_integer = 547
num_str = "123"
print("datatype of num_integer:",type(num_integer))
print("datatype of num_srt:",type(num_str))
num_new = num_integer + num_str
print("Value of num_new:",num_new)
print("datatype of num_new:",type(num_new))
OUTPUT:
datatype of num_integer: <class 'int'>
datatype of num_srt: <class 'str'>
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "C:\Users\OSOU-18\Desktop\aseem.py", line 7, in <module>
num_new = num_integer + num_str
TypeError: unsupported operand type(s) for +: 'int' and 'str'
We add two-variable num_int and num_str.
As we can see from the output, we got type error. Python is not able to use
Implicit Conversion in such condition.
However, Python has the solution for this type of situation which is known as
Explicit Conversion.
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2.5.2 Explicit Type Conversion
In Explicit Type Conversion, users convert the data type of an object to the
required data type.
Such type of conversion is called typecasting because the user casts (change)
the data type of the objects.
Syntax:
(required_datatype)(expression)
Example 3: Above example using explicit conversion
num_integer = 547
num_str = "123"
print("datatype of num_integer:",type(num_integer))
print("datatype of num_srt:",type(num_str))
num_str =int(num_str)
num_new = num_integer + num_str
print("Value of num_new:",num_new)
print("datatype of num_new:",type(num_new))
OUTPUT:
datatype of num_integer: <class 'int'>
datatype of num_srt: <class 'str'>
Value of num_new: 670
datatype of num_new: <class 'int'>
Here, we add num_str and num_int variable. but first, we converted string type
variable to integer type using the explicit conversion using the following
instruction
num_str =int(num_str)
string(higher) to integer(lower) type using int() function to perform the
addition.
After converting num_str to an integer value Python is able to add this two
variable and we get the output as 670.

Key Points to Remember:
1. Type Conversion is nothing but the conversion of an object from one data
type to another data type.
2. Implicit Type Conversion is automatically done by the interpreter.
3. Explicit Type Conversion is also called Type Casting.

2.6 Operators and operands
Operators are special symbols that represent computations/actions like addition
and multiplication. The values the operator is applied to are called operands.
The operators +, -, *, / perform addition, subtraction, multiplication, division.
Operators are the constructs which can manipulate the values of the operands.
Consider the expression 5 + 7 = 12, here 5 and 7 are operands and + is called
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operator.
In some other languages, ^ is used for exponentiation, but in Python, it is a
bitwise operator called XOR.
In Python 2, the division operator might not do what you expect:

>>> minute = 59
>>> minute/60
0
The value of minute is 59, and in conventional arithmetic 59 divided by 60
is 0.98333, not 0. The reason for the discrepancy is that Python is
performing floor division. When both of the operands are integers, the
result is also an integer; floor division chops off the fraction part, so in this
example, it rounds down to zero.
In Python 3, the result of this division is a float. The new operator ‘/’
performs floor division.
If either of the operands is a floating-point number, Python performs
floating-point division, and the result is a float:
>>> minute/60.0
0.98333333333333328

Python supports different types of the operator that are as follows
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Arithmetic operators
Comparison operators
Logical operators
Bitwise operators
Assignment operators
Identity operators
Membership operators

2.6.1 Arithmetic operators
Arithmetic operators are standard operators for arithmetic operations like
addition, subtraction, multiplication etc.
Suppose value of x = 15 and y = 4
Symbol Operator
Description
+
Addition Adds values on both sides of the operator
Subtraction Subtracts the right-hand operator with the left-hand operator
*
Multiplication Multiplies values on either side of the operator
/
Division Divides left-hand operand with the right-hand operator
%
Divides left-hand operand by right-hand operand and returns the
Modulus
remainder
**
** Exponent Performs exponential (power) calculation on operators
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Example: Arithmetic operators in Python
Arithmetic.py
x = 15
y=4
z=0
z=x+y
print('x + y =',z)
z=x-y
print('x - y =',z)
z=x*y
print('x * y =',z)
z=x/y
print('x / y =',z)
z=x//y
print('x // y =',x//y)
z=x%y
print('x % y =',z)
z=x**y
print('x ** y =',z)

OUTPUT:
x + y = 19
x - y = 11
x * y = 60
x / y = 3.75
x // y = 3
x%y=3
x ** y = 50625

2.6.2 Comparison Operators
Comparison operators are used to comparing both side values of the operator.
It returns either True or False based on the condition.
Suppose value of x = 15 and y = 4
Operator
==
!=
>
<

Description
If both the values are equal, then the condition becomes true.
If both the values not equal, then condition becomes true.
If the left-side value is greater than the value of the right side,
then condition becomes true.
If the left-side value is less than the value of the right hand
side, then condition becomes true.
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>=
<=

If the value of the left-hand side is greater than or equal to
the value of theright-hand side, then condition becomes true.
If the value of the left-hand side is less than or equal to the
value of the right-hand side, then condition becomes true.

Example: Comparison operators in Python
x = 15
y = 17
print('x > y is',x>y)
print('x < y is',x<y)
print('x == y is',x==y)
print('x != y is',x!=y)
print('x >= y is',x>=y)
print('x <= y is',x<=y)
OUTPUT:
x > y is False
x < y is True
x == y is False
x != y is True
x >= y is False
x <= y is True
Example-02:
File name: Comparison.py
x = 15
x=4
c=0
if ( x == y ):
print ("x is equal to y")
else:
print ("x is not equal to y")
if ( x != y ):
print ("x is not equal to y")
else:
print ("x is equal to y")
if ( x < y ): print ("x is less than y")
else: print ("x is not less than y")
if ( x > y ):
print ("x is greater than y")
else:
print ("x is not greater than y")
a = 15
b = 22
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if ( a <= b ): print ("a is either less than or equal to b")
else: print ("a is neither less than nor equal to b")
if ( a>=b ):
print ("a is either greater than or equal to b")
else:
print ("a is neither greater than nor equal to b")
OUTPUT:
x is not equal to y
x is not equal to y
x is not less than y
x is greater than y
a is either less than or equal to b
a is neither greater than nor equal to b

2.6.3 Logical operators
AND, OR, NOT these three operators are considered as Logical operators.
The meaning of these operators is similar to their meaning in English.
For example, x > 0 and x < 10 is true only if x is greater than 0 and at the
same time, x is less than 10. How would you describe this in words? You
would say that x is between 0 and 10, not including the endpoints.
n % 2 == 0 or n % 3 == 0 is true if either of the conditions is true, that is, if
the number is divisible by 2 or divisible by 3. In this case, one, or the other,
or both of the parts has to be true for the result to be true.
Finally, the not operator negates a boolean expression, so not x > y is true if
x > y is false, that is, if x is less than or equal to y.
Operator
and
or
not

Description
True if both hand side values are true
True if either of the value is true
True if the operand is false (complements the operand)

Example: Logical operators in Python
File name: Logical.py
p = True
q = False
print('p and q is',p and q)
print('p or q is',p or q)
print('not p is',not p)
OUTPUT:
p and q is False
p or q is True
not p is False
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2.6.4 Bitwise operators
Bitwise operations are used to directly manipulate bits in the memory. In all
computer architecture, data are represented with bits which is nothing but a
series of 0’s and 1’s.
It operates bit by bit that is the reason why it is called Bitwise operator.
For example, 3 is 11 in binary and 8 is 1000.
Operator

Meaning

Example

&

Bitwise AND

x&y

|

Bitwise OR

x|y

~

Bitwise NOT

x~y

^

Bitwise XOR

x^y

>>

Bitwise right shift

x >> y

<<

Bitwise left shift

x << y

Example: Bitwise operators
File name: Bitwise.py
x = 10
y=4
print('x & y is',x&y)
print('x | y is',x|y)
#print('x ~ y is',x~y)
print('x ^ y is',x^y)
print('x >> 2 is',x>>2)
print('x << 2 is',x<<2)
OUTPUT:
x & y is 0 (0000 0000)
x | y is 14 (0000 1110)
x ^ y is 14 (0000 1110)
x >> y is 2 (0000 0010)
x << y is 16 (0010 1000)

2.6.5 Assignment operators
Assignment operators are used to assign values to variables.
x = 15 is a simple assignment operator example where value 15 which is
located on the right will be assigned to the variable x on the left.
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Operator

Name

Example

=

Assignment

x=y

+=
-=
*=
/=
%=
//=
**=
&=
|=

Assign and Add
Assign and Subtract
Assign and Multiply
Assign and Divide
Assign and Modulus
Assign and Floor Dividen
Assign and Power
Assign and Binary And
Assign and Binary Or

x += y
x -= y
x *= y
x /= y
x %= y
x //= y
x **= y
x &= y
x |= y

^=

Assign and Binary Xor

x ^= y

>>=
<<=

Assign and Binary Right Shift
Assign and Binary Left Shift

x >>= y
x <<= y

Note that Python also has a Matrix Multiplication Operator - @. There is an
assignment operator, @=, for this.
As no built-in Python types implement this operator there is no example of
this given? This operator can be useful if you use packages such as NumPy.

Example: Assignment operators
File name: Assignment.py
y=3
# Add and Assign
x = 10
x += y
print('x += y is ', x)
# Subtract and Assign
x = 10
x -= y
print('x -= y is ',x)
x = 10
x *= y
print('x *= y is ',x) # Prints 30
# Divide and Assign
x = 10
x /= y
print('x /= y is ',x) # Prints 3.3333333333333335
x = 10
x %= y
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print('x %= y is ',x) # Prints 1
# Floor and Assign
x = 10
x //= y
print('x //= y is ', x) # Prints 3
# Exponent and Assign
x = 10
x **= y
print('x **= y is ', x) # Prints 1000
# Exponent and Binary And
x = 10
x &= y
print('x &= y is ',x) # Prints 2
# Exponent and Binary Or
x = 10
x |= y
print('x |= y is ',x) # Prints 11
# Exponent and Binary Xor
x = 10
x ^= y
print('x |= y is ',x) # Prints 9
# Exponent and Binary Right Shift
x = 10
x >>= y
print('x >>= y is ', x) # Prints 1
# Exponent and Binary Left Shift
x = 10
x <<= y
print('x <<= y is ',x) # Prints 80
OUTPUT:
x += y is 13
x -= y is 7
x *= y is 30
x /= y is 3.3333333333333335
x %= y is 1
x //= y is 3
x **= y is 1000
x &= y is 2
x |= y is 11
x |= y is 9
x >>= y is 1
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x <<= y is 80

2.6.6 Identity operators
We use identity operators if we want to compare two objects, not for equality,
but if they are the same object.
In other words, identity operators are used to checking if two variables are
located on the same part of the memory or not. Two variables that are equal
does not imply that they are identical.

operator

Description

Example

is

Return true if both operands are the same object

x is y

is not

Return true if both operands are not the same object

x is not y

Example: Identity operators
File name: Identity.py
a = 'Welcome To edureka!'
b = 1234
c = 'Welcome To edureka!'
d = 1234
print(a is c)
print(a is not c)
print(a is not d)
print(a is b)
OUTPUT:
True
False
True
False

2.6.7 Membership Operators
These Operators are used to test whether a value or a variable is found in a
sequence (Lists, Tuples, Sets, Strings, Dictionaries) or not.
The operators in and not in check for membership. x in y evaluates to True if
x is a member of y, and False otherwise. x not in y returns the negation of x in
y. All built-in sequences and set types support this as well as a dictionary, for
which in tests whether the dictionary has a given key.
For container types such as list, tuple, set, frozenset, dict, or collections.deque,
the expression x in y is equivalent to any(x is e or x == e for e in y). Note that
any() returns True if any element of an iterable is True.
Operator
in
not in

Description
Return true if the left-hand value is a member
of the right-hand value
Returns the negation of x in y

Example
x in y
x not in y
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Example: Membership operators
File name: Membership.py
beatles = "The member of the Beatles was John, Paul, George and Ringo."
print("Paul" in beatles) # Prints True
# Check if Elton is a member of beatles
print("Elton" in beatles) # Prints False
print("aseem" not in beatles) # Prints True
print("paul" in beatles) # Prints True
beatles = {
"John": "Guitar",
"Paul": "Bass",
"George": "Guitar",
"Ringo": "Drums"
}
# Check if John is a key in the dictionary beatles
print("John" in beatles) # Prints True
# Check if Elton is a key in the dictionary beatles
print("Elton" in beatles) # Prints False
OUTPUT:
True
False
True
False
True
False

2.7 Expressions and statements
An expression is a combination of values, variables, and operators. A value all
by itself is considered an expression, and so is a variable, so the following are
all legal expressions (assuming that the variable has been assigned a value):
x =9999
x + 99
A statement is a unit of code that the Python interpreter can execute. We have
seen two kinds of statements print and assignment. Technically an expression
is also a statement, but it is probably simpler to think of them as different
things. The important difference is that an expression has a value; a statement
does not.
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2.8 Interactive mode and script mode
One of the benefits of working with an interpreted language is that you can
test bits of code in interactive mode before you put them in a script. But
there are differences between interactive mode and script mode that can be
confusing.
For example,
>>> miles = 26.2
>>> miles * 1.61
42.182
The first line assigns a value to miles, but it has no visible effect. The second
line is an expression, so the interpreter evaluates it and displays the result.
So, we retrieve the answer in kilometres for the input value given in miles.
If you type the same code into a script and run it, you get no output at all. In
script mode, an expression, all by itself, has no visible effect. Python actually
evaluates the expression, but it doesn’t display the value unless you tell it to:
miles = 26.2
print(miles*1.61)
This behaviour can be confusing at first.

2.9 Order of operations
•

When more than one operator appears in an expression, the order of
evaluation depends on the rules of precedence. For mathematical
operators, Python follows mathematical convention. The acronym
PEMDAS is a useful way to remember the rules:

•

Parentheses have the highest precedence and can be used to force an
expression to evaluate in the order you want. Since expressions in
parentheses are evaluated first, 2 * (3-1) is 4, and (1+1)**(5-2) is 8.
You can also use parentheses to make an expression easier to read, as
in (minute * 100) / 60, even if it doesn’t change the result.

•

Exponentiation has the next highest precedence, so 2**1+1 is 3, not
4, and 3*1**3 is 3, not 27.

•

Multiplication and Division have the same precedence, which is
higher than Addition and Subtraction, which also have the same
precedence. So 2*3-1 is 5, not 4, and 6+4/2 is 8, not 5.

•

Operators with the same precedence are evaluated from left to right
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(except exponentiation). So in the expression degrees / 2 * pi, the
division happens first and the result is multiplied by pi. To divide by 2
π, you can use parentheses or write degrees / 2 / pi.
The following Table 2.1 shows the operator precedence in Python from
lowest to highest.

Operator
Lambda
or
and
not x
in, not in
<, <=, >, >=, !=, ==
|
^
&
<<, >>
+, *, /, %
+x, -x
~x
**
f(arguments ...)
{key:datum, ...}
`expressions, ...`
+x, -x
~x
**
f(arguments ...)
{key:datum, ...}

Operator precedence
Description
Lambda Expression
Boolean OR
Boolean AND
Boolean NOT
Membership tests are, is not
Comparisons
Bitwise OR
Bitwise XOR
Bitwise AND
Shifts
Addition and subtraction
Multiplication, Division and Remainder
Positive, Negative
Bitwise NOT
Exponentiation x.attribute
Function call
(expressions, ...)
Dictionary display
String conversion
Positive, Negative
Bitwise NOT
Exponentiation
x.attribute
Function call
(expressions, ...)
Dictionary display

2.10 Comments in Python Programming
As programs get bigger and more complicated, they get more difficult to read.
Formal languages are dense, and it is often difficult to look at a piece of code
and figure out what it is doing, or why.
For this reason, it is a good idea to add notes to your programs to explain in
natural language what the program is doing. These notes are called
comments, and they start with the “#” symbol:
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# compute the percentage of the hour that has elapsed
percentage = (minute * 100) / 60
In this case, the comment appears on a line by itself. You can also put
comments at the end of a line:
percentage = (minute * 100) / 60

# percentage of an hour

Everything from the # to the end of the line is ignored and will not be
interpreted during the execution so it has no effect on the program.
Comments are very useful when they document non-obvious features of the
code. It is reasonable to assume that the reader can figure out what the code
does; it is much more useful to explain why. The comments will improve the
readability of the program and it is easy to maintain the programs which
contain the comments.
This comment is redundant with the code and useless:
v = 5 # assign 5 to v
This comment contains useful information that is not in the code:
v = 5 # velocity in meters/second.
Good variable names can reduce the need for comments, but long names can make
complex expressions hard to read, so there is a tradeoff.

2.11 Debugging
At this point, the syntax errors that you are most likely to make is an illegal
variable name, like class and yield, which are keywords, or odd~job and
US$, which contain illegal characters.
If you put a space in a variable name, Python thinks it as two operands
without an operator:
>>> bad name = 5
SyntaxError: invalid syntax
For syntax errors, the error messages don’t help much. The most common
messages are Syntax Error: invalid syntax and SyntaxError: invalid token,
neither of which is very informative.
The runtime error you are most likely to make is a “use before def;” that is,
trying to use a variable before you have assigned a value. This can happen if
you spell a variable name wrong:
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>>> principal = 327.68
>>> interest = principle * rate
NameError: name 'principle' is not defined
Variables names are case sensitive, so variable name LaTeX is not the same as
latex.
At this point, the most likely cause of a semantic error is the order of
operations. For example, to evaluate 1/2 π, you might be tempted to write
>>> 1.0 / 2.0 * pi
But the division happens first, so you would get π/2, which is not the same
thing! There is no way for Python to know what you meant to write, so in this
case, you don’t get an error message; you just get the wrong answer.

2.12 Input, Output and Import in Python
Programming is about communication between the user (or users) and the
computer.
Therefore, the computer needs to be able to communicate to you, that is, send
output. And you need to be able to communicate with the computer, that is,
provide input.
Python provides numerous built-in functions that are readily available to us
at the Python prompt.
Some of the functions like input() and print() are widely used for standard
input and output operations respectively.

2.12.1 Input()
Till now our programs and example were static. The value of variables was
defined or hardcoded into the source code.
In Python, we have the input() function to allow this.
The syntax for input() is
input([prompt])
We use the input() method to get input from the user. We can pass a text string
to input. It will act as a prompt to let the user know what should be entered.
The input function will always return a string.
If we want the input to be anything other than a string we need to cast it
(convert it).
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Example:
user_input = input('Enter your Name:')
print(user_input)
OUTPUT:
Enter your Name: Aseem (press Enter)
Aseem
The standard input is the default input channel of your program. If you're
using Python in an interactive environment, such as Spyder or a Jupyter
Notebook, then the user is prompted to provide input whenever the program
tries to read from the standard input.
Example:
age = input('Enter your Age:')
print("My age is ...",age)
print("My father age is 25 year more than me...")
print("His age is ...",age+25)
OUTPUT:
Enter your Age:25
My age is ... 25
My father age is 25 years more than me...
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "C:\Users\OSOU-18\Desktop\aseem.py", line 8, in <module>
print("His age is ...",age+25)
TypeError: can only concatenate str (not "int") to str
Explanation:
Here in the above example, we take my age as input i.e. 25. As we learn in
the above input() method returns data in string format. So when we calculate
my father age which is 25 years more than me. We are trying to add 25 to a
string data which is not possible and python interpreter shows an error
message.
So, the solution is to convert the string data i.e. age=25 to an integer by
typecasting.
Example:
age = input('Enter your Age:')
print("My age is ...",age)
print("My father age is 25 year more than me...")
age= int(age)
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print("His age is ...",age+25)
OUTPUT:
Enter your Age: 25
My age is ... 25
My father age is 25 year more than me...
His age is ... 50
Similarly, we can typecast to float and complex type.

2.12.2 Output/ print()
You can print a message to the standard output with the print() function. Or
we can say the print() function is used to output data to the screen.
Example:
print('Odisha State Open University')
x = 15
print('The value of x is', x)
OUTPUT:
Odisha State Open University
15
After all, values are printed, the end is printed. It defaults into a new line.
The actual syntax of the print() function is
print(*objects, sep=' ', end='\n', file=sys.stdout, flush=False)
Here, objects is the value(s) to be printed.
The sep separator is used between the values. It defaults into a space character.
After all, values are printed, the end is printed. It defaults into a new line.
The file is the object where the values are printed and its default value is
sys.stdout (screen). Here are an example to illustrate this.
print(1,2,3,4)
# Output: 1 2 3 4
print(1,2,3,4,sep='*')
# Output: 1*2*3*4
print(1,2,3,4,sep='#',end='&')
# Output: 1#2#3#4&
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Sometimes it needs to format our output. This can be achieved by using the
str.format() method.
Example:
a = 15; b = 19
print('The value of a is {} and b is {}'.format(a,b))
The value of a is 5 and b is 10
Here the curly braces {} are used as placeholders. We can specify the order in
which it is printed by using numbers (tuple index).
Example:
print('I love {0} and {1}'.format('butter','Chicken'))
# Output: I love butter and Chicken
Example:
print('I love {1} and {0}'.format('bread','butter'))
# Output: I love butter and bread
We can even use keyword arguments to format the string.
print('Hello {name}, {greeting}'.format(greeting = 'Goodmorning', name =
'John'))
Hello John, Goodmorning

2.12.3 Import in Python
When our program grows bigger, it is preferable to break it into different
modules.
A module is a file containing Python definitions and statements. Python modules
have a filename and end with the extension .py.
Definitions inside a module can be imported to another module or the interactive
interpreter in Python. We use the import keyword to do this.
For example,
import math
print(math.pi)
Now all the definitions inside the math module are available in our scope. We
can also import some specific attributes and functions only, using the “from”
keyword.
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For example:
>>> from math import pi
>>> pi
OUTPUT:
3.141592653589793
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Conditional statements/Selection Structure
Introduction
Conditional statements are part of every programming language. With
conditional statements, we can have code that sometimes runs and at other
times does not run, depending on the conditions of the program at that time.
By using conditional statements, programs can determine whether certain
conditions are being met and then be told what to do next.

2.13 Conditional statements/Selection Structure
Conditional statements are used to execute a statement or a group of
statements when some condition is true. There are namely three conditional
statements – If, Elif, Else.
Let’s look at some examples where we would use conditional statements:
•
•
•

If the student receives over 65% on her test, report that her grade
passes; if not, report that her grade fails
If he has money in his account, calculate interest; if he doesn’t, charge
a penalty fee
If they buy 10 oranges or more, calculate a discount of 5%; if they
buy fewer, then don’t

2.13.1 If statement
Boolean (True or False) values are useful because sometimes we only want
to do something in our program if something else is true (or false).
We will start with if statement, the if statement is a conditional statement
which will evaluate whether a statement is true or false, and run code only in
the case that the statement is true.

The basic syntax for an if-statement is the following:
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if condition:
# do something
The syntax in Python is a bit stricter. There is a keyword if (must be lower
case), and then the Boolean expression, followed by a colon (:) – it’s a very
common mistake to forget the colon!
In a plain text editor, open a file and write the following code:
grade = 70
if grade >= 65:
print("Passing grade")
Output: Passing grade
With this code, we have the variable grade and are giving it the integer value
of 70. We are then using the if statement to evaluate whether or not the
variable grade is greater than or equal ( >= ) to 65. If it does meet this
condition, we are telling the program to print out the string passing grade.
Save the program as grade.py and run it in a local programming environment
from a terminal window with the command python grade.py.
In this case, the grade of 70 does meet the condition of being greater than or
equal to 65, so you will receive the following output once you run the
program:
Output: Passing grade

2.13.2 if-else Statement
It is likely that we will want the program to do something even when
an if statement evaluates to false. In our grade example, we will want output
whether the grade is passing or failing.
Syntax:
if condition1:
statements
else:
statements
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To do this, we will add an else statement to the grade condition above that is
constructed like this:
Example:
grade.py
grade = 0
grade=input("Enter your Mark...")
grade=int(grade)
if grade >= 65:
print("Passing grade")
else:
print("Failing grade")
Output
Enter your Mark...60
Failing grade
Since the grade variable above has the value of 60, the if statement evaluates
as false, so the program will not print out Passing grade. The else statement
that follows tells the program to do something anyway.
When we save and run the program, we’ll receive the following output:
Output:
Enter your Mark...60
Failing grade
If we then rewrite the program to give the grade value of 65 or higher, we
will instead receive the output passing grade.
By combining an if statement with an else statement, you are constructing a
two-part conditional statement that will tell the computer to execute certain
code whether or not the if condition is met.

2.13.3 Else if statement
So far, we have presented a Boolean option for conditional statements, with
each if statement evaluating to either true or false. In many cases, we will
want a program that evaluates more than two possible outcomes. For this, we
will use an else if statement, which is written in Python as elif. The elif or
else if statement looks like the if statement and will evaluate another
condition.
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Below is the syntax:
if condition1:
statements
elif condition2:
statements
else:
statements

Example:
X = 10
Y = 12
if X < Y: print('X is less than Y')
elif X > Y:
print('X is greater than Y')
else:
print('X and Y are equal')
OUTPUT:
X is less than Y
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In the bank account program, we may want to have three discrete outputs for
three different situations:
• The balance is below 0
• The balance is equal to 0
• The balance is above 0
The elif statement will be
the else statement as follows:

placed

between

the if statement

and

Example:
account.py
if balance < 0:
print("Balance is below 0, add funds now or you will be charged a penalty.")
elif balance == 0:
print("Balance is equal to 0, add funds soon.")
else:
print("Your balance is 0 or above.")
Now, there are three possible outputs that can occur once we run the program:
•
•
•

If the variable balance is equal to 0 we will receive the output from
the elif statement (Balance is equal to 0, add funds soon.)
If the variable balance is set to a positive number, we will receive the
output from the else statement (Your balance is 0 or above.).
If the variable balance is set to a negative number, the output will be
the string from the if statement (Balance is below 0, add funds now or
you will be charged a penalty).

What if we want to have more than three possibilities, though? We can do this
by writing more than one elif statement into our code.
In the grade.py program, let’s rewrite the code so that there are a few letter
grades corresponding to ranges of numerical grades:
•
•
•
•
•

90 or above is equivalent to an A grade
80-89 is equivalent to a B grade
70-79 is equivalent to a C grade
65-69 is equivalent to a D grade
64 or below is equivalent to an F grade

To run this code, we will need one if statement, three elif statements, and
an else statement that will handle all failing cases.
Let’s rewrite the code from the example above to have strings that print out
each of the letter grades. We can keep our else statement the same.
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Example:
grade.py
if grade >= 90:
print("A grade")
elif grade >=80:
print("B grade")
elif grade >=70:
print("C grade")
elif grade >= 65:
print("D grade")
else:
print("Failing grade")

Since elif statements will evaluate in order, we can keep our statements pretty
basic. This program is completing the following steps:
1. If the grade is greater than 90, the program will print A grade, if the
grade is less than 90, the program will continue to the next statement...
2. If the grade is greater than or equal to 80, the program will print B
grade, if the grade is 79 or less, the program will continue to the next
statement...
3. If the grade is greater than or equal to 70, the program will print C
grade, if the grade is 69 or less, the program will continue to the next
statement...
4. If the grade is greater than or equal to 65, the program will print D
grade, if the grade is 64 or less, the program will continue to the next
statement...
5. The program will print Failing grade because all of the above
conditions were not met.
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2.14 Iteration Structure
In Python, statements are executed sequentially. The first statement in a
function is executed first, followed by the second, and so on.
There may be a situation when you need to execute a block of code several
numbers of times. An Iteration statement allows us to execute a statement or
group of statements multiple times.
Computer programs are great to use for automating and repeating tasks so that
we don’t have to. One way to repeat similar tasks is through using loops.
Using loops in computer programming allows us to automate and repeat
similar tasks multiple times.
There are different types of loops in Python
1. While
2. For
2.14.1 While loop
In a while, statement executes a set of instructions if a given condition is true.
It takes the form of Syntax
while <condition>
<set of statements>
A while loop implements the repeated execution of code based on a given
Boolean condition. The code that is in a while block will execute as long as
the while statement evaluates to True.
Only if the condition is true, then the set of statements is executed. This is how
the while loop operates:
Step 1. Evaluate the condition
Step 2: If the condition is false continuing the program with the next statement
after the while statement
Step 3: If the condition is true to execute the set of statements
Step 4: Go back to step 1 and evaluate the condition
Example:
We’ll create a file called password.py in our text editor of choice, and begin
by initializing the variable password as an empty string:
password.py
password = ' '
while password != 'password':
print('What is the password?')
password = input()
print('Yes, the password is ' + password + '. You may enter.')
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Output:
What is the password?
hello
What is the password?
Aseem
What is the password?
PASSWORD
What is the password?
password
Yes, the password is password. You may enter.
Example:
import random
number = random.randint(1, 25)
print(number)
number_of_guesses = 0
while number_of_guesses < 5:
print('Guess a number between 1 and 25:')
guess = input()
guess = int(guess)
number_of_guesses = number_of_guesses + 1
print('you have',5-number_of_guesses,' left...')
if guess == number:
break
We’ve initialized the variable number_of_guesses at 0 so that we increase it
with each iteration of our loop so that we don’t have an infinite loop. Then we
added the while statement so that the number_of_guesses is limited to 5 total.
After the fifth guess, the user will return to the command line, and for now, if
the user enters something other than an integer, they’ll receive an error.
Within the loop, we added a print() statement to prompt the user to enter a
number, which we took in with the input() function and set to the guess
variable. Then, we converted guess from a string to an integer.
Before the loop is over, we also want to increase the number_of_guesses
variable by 1 so that we can iterate through the loop 5 times.
Finally, we write a conditional if statement to see if the guess that the user
made is equivalent to the number that the computer-generated, and if so we
use a break statement to come out of the loop. The program is fully
functioning, and we can run it.
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Though it works, right now the user never knows if their guess is correct and
they can guess the full 5 times without ever knowing if they got it right. Sample
output of the current program looks like this:
Output
Guess a number between 1 and 25:
11
Guess a number between 1 and 25:
19
Guess a number between 1 and 25:
22
Guess a number between 1 and 25:
3
Guess a number between 1 and 25:
8
Example:
import random
number = random.randint(1, 25)
print(number)
number_of_guesses = 0
while number_of_guesses < 5:
print('Guess a number between 1 and 25:')
guess = input()
guess = int(guess)
number_of_guesses = number_of_guesses + 1
print('you have',5-number_of_guesses,' left...')
if guess == number:
break
if guess == number:
print('You guessed the number in ' +str(number_of_guesses) + ' tries!')
else:
print('You did not guess the number. The number was ' + str(number))
OUTPUT:
22
Guess a number between 1 and 25:
4
you have 4 left...
Guess a number between 1 and 25:
5
you have 3 left...
Guess a number between 1 and 25:
6
you have 2 left...
Guess a number between 1 and 25:
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8
you have 1 left...
Guess a number between 1 and 25:
7
you have 0 left...
You did not guess the number. The number was 22
Example:
import random
number = random.randint(1, 25)
print(number)
number_of_guesses = 0
while number_of_guesses < 5:
print('Guess a number between 1 and 25:')
guess = input()
guess = int(guess)
number_of_guesses = number_of_guesses + 1
print('you have', 5-number_of_guesses,' left...')
if guess < number:
print('Your guess is too low')
if guess > number:
print('Your guess is too high')
if guess == number:
break
if guess == number:
print('You guessed the number in ' + str(number_of_guesses) + ' tries!')
else:
print('You did not guess the number. The number was ' + str(number))
OUTPUT:
20
Guess a number between 1 and 25:
4
you have 4 left...
Your guess is too low
Guess a number between 1 and 25:
25
you have 3 left...
Your guess is too high
Guess a number between 1 and 25:
52
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you have 2 left...
Your guess is too high
Guess a number between 1 and 25:
1
you have 1 left...
Your guess is too low
Guess a number between 1 and 25:
7
you have 0 left...
Your guess is too low
You did not guess the number. The number was 20

2.14.2 for statement
Unlike other languages, Python for statement is not based on a counter
variable. Instead, for loop iterates through a set of values given as a list or a
string.

A for loop implements the repeated execution of code based on a loop
counter or loop variable. This means that for loops are used most often when
the number of iterations is known before entering the loop, unlike while
loops which are conditionally based.
The syntax of the for loop is
for <item> in <list>:
<do something with the item>
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Example:
numbersList = [5,8,6,1,2,5,7,4,21,48]
sum = 0
for val in numbersList:
sum = sum+val
print("The sum is", sum)
OUTPUT:
The sum is 107
It will add all the value of the list numberLists.
Let’s look at for loop that iterates through a range of values:
for i in range(0,5):
print(i)
When we run this program, the output looks like this:
Output: 0 1 2 3 4
This for loop sets up i as its iterating variable, and the sequence exists in the
range of 0 to 5.

For Loops using range()
One of Python’s built-in immutable sequence types is range(). In loops,
range() is used to control how many times the loop will be repeated.
Example:
for i in range(6):
print(i)
In the program above, the stop argument is 6, so the code will iterate from 06 (exclusive of 6):
OUTPUT: 0 1 2 3 4 5
Example:
Next, we’ll look at range(start, stop), with values passed for when the iteration
should start and for when it should stop:
for i in range(20,25):
print(i)
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Here, the range goes from 20 (inclusive) to 25 (exclusive), so the output looks
like this:
OUTPUT: 20 21 22 23 24
Example:
With all three arguments, step comes in the final position: range(start, stop,
step).
First, let’s use a step with a positive value:
for i in range(0,15,3):
print(i)
In this case, the for loop is set up so that the numbers from 0 to 15 print out,
but at a step of 3, so that only every third number is printed, like so:
Output 0 3 6 9 12

For Loops using Sequential Data Types
Lists and other data sequence types can also be leveraged as iteration
parameters in for loops. Rather than iterating through a range(), you can define
a list and iterate through that list.
We’ll assign a list to a variable, and then iterate through the list:
Example:
sharks = ['hammerhead', 'great white', 'dogfish', 'frilled', 'bullhead', 'requiem']
for shark in sharks:
print(shark)
In this case, we are printing out each item on the list. Though we used the
variable shark, we could have called the variable any other valid variable name
and we would get the same output:
Output: hammerhead
great white
dogfish
frilled
bullhead
requiem
Another Example:
fruits = ['Banana', 'Apple', 'Grapes']
for index in range(len(fruits)):
print (fruits[index])
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Output:
Banana
Apple
Grapes

for loop with else
We can add an else block with the for loop. The else part is executed if the
items in the sequence used in for loop exhausts.
A break statement can be used to stop a for loop. In such case, the else part is
ignored. Hence, a for loop's else part runs if no break occurs.
Here is an example to illustrate this.
nymbers = [0, 1, 5]
for i in nymbers:
print(i)
else:
print("No items left in the List.")
OUTPUT:
0
1
5
No items left.

Nested Loops: Nested loop means a loop inside a loop. It can be a For loop
inside a While loop and vice-versa. Even a For loop can be inside a For loop
or a While loop inside a While loop.
Example:
count = 1
for i in range(10):
print (str(i) * i)
for j in range(0, i):
count = count +1
OUTPUT:
1
22
333
4444
55555
666666
7777777
88888888
999999999
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2.15 How to Use Break, Continue, and Pass Statements
Using for loops and while loops in Python allow you to automate and repeat
tasks in an efficient manner. But sometimes, an external factor may influence
the way your program runs. When this occurs, you may want your program to
exit a loop completely, skip part of a loop before continuing, or ignore that
external factor. You can do these actions with a break, continue, and pass
statements.

2.15.1 Break Statement
In Python, the break statement provides you with the opportunity to
exit out of a loop when an external condition is triggered. You’ll put the break
statement within the block of code under your loop statement, usually after a
conditional if statement.
Let’s look at an example that uses the break statement in a for loop:
number = 0
for number in range(10):
number = number + 1
if number == 5:
break # break here
print('Number is ' + str(number))
print('Out of loop')
Output
Number is 1
Number is 2
Number is 3
Number is 4
Out of loop, this shows that once the integer number is evaluated as equivalent
to 5, the loop breaks, as the program is told to do so with the break statement.

2.15.2 Continue Statement
Another useful statement is the continue statement. When the continue
statement is found, It continues with the next cycle of the nearest enclosing
loop.
The continue statement gives you the option to skip over the part of a loop
where an external condition is triggered, but to go on to complete the rest of
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the loop. That is, the current iteration of the loop will be disrupted, but the
program will return to the top of the loop.
number = 0
for number in range(10):
number = number + 1
if number == 5:
continue # continue here
print('Number is ' + str(number))
print('Out of loop')
The difference in using the continue statement rather than a break statement
is that our code will continue despite the disruption when the variable
number is evaluated as equivalent to 5.
Let’s look at our output:
Output:
Number is 1
Number is 2
Number is 3
Number is 4
Number is 6
Number is 7
Number is 8
Number is 9
Number is 10
Out of loop.
Here we see that the line Number is 5 never occurs in the output, but the loop
continues after that point to print lines for the numbers 6-10 before leaving
the loop

2.15.3 Pass Statement
When an external condition is triggered, the pass statement allows you to
handle the condition without the loop being impacted in any way; all of the
code will continue to be read unless a break or other statement occurs.
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As with the other statements, the pass statement will be within the block of
code under the loop statement, typically after a conditional if statement.
Using the same code block as above, let’s replace the break or continue
statement with a pass statement:
number = 0
for number in range(10):
number = number + 1
if number == 5:
pass # pass here
print('Number is ' + str(number))
print('Out of loop')
We’ll run the program and take a look at the output:
Output:
Number is 1 Number is 2 Number is 3
Number is 4
Number is 5
Number is 6
Number is 7
Number is 8
Number is 9
Number is 10
Out of loop
By using the pass statement in this program, we notice that the program runs
exactly as it would if there were no conditional statement in the program.
The pass statement tells the program to disregard that condition and continue
to run the program as usual.

2.16 Unit summary
The first part of this study unit focus on one of the most powerful features of
a programming language, variables. Moreover, it discusses variable naming
conventions and rules together with Python's keywords.
The next part of this study unit discusses statements which are a unit of code
that the Python interpreter can execute. An expression is a combination of
values, variables, and operators which was explained in this unit.
Furthermore, you will be able to identify the types of operators which are
supported for Python language.
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Unit-03 (Functions)
Introduction
When writing code sometimes we need to repeat code several times and
therefore end up writing the same thing repeatedly. To cut down on this most
programming languages allow you to create functions that allow you to call the
function that performs an action when you need it.
Functions in Python help you to reuse the code and make your coding more
reliable.
Upon completion of this unit you will be able to:
Describe the importance of functions in Python
• explain the function definition in Python
• use the void functions and return statements
• explain the difference between different function argument types and
use them when defining Python functions
• select built-in functions in Python to write programs in Python
A function is a block of instructions that performs an action and, once defined,
can be reused. Functions make code more modular, allowing you to use the
same code over and over again. Python has a number of built-in functions that
you may be familiar with, including:
•
•
•

print() which will print an object to the terminal
int() which will convert a string or number data type to an integer data
type
len() which returns the length of an object

Function names include parentheses and may include parameters.

3.1 Why Functions?
Sometimes you may have noticed that certain tasks must be repeatedly carried
out and so, some Python statements must have been repeated without you
noticing. A way to correct this problem is to introduce functions to your coding.
By introducing functions, you can reuse your coding which were already
written.

3.2 write a function definition
To introduce a function, you need to extract commonly used sequences of steps
into one body of coding and label it as a function.
The first line of the function definition is called the header and the rest is known
as the body of the function.
A function definition consists of the keyword def in the header followed by the
function name which needs to be followed by a sequence of parameters
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enclosed in parentheses. The header has to end with a colon after these
parentheses. If the parentheses are left empty it means that this function does
not take any arguments.

To give you a basic idea we shall create a number machine that will receive a
number and perform an action to it.
As you can see from the illustration on the left, the number 5 is given to the
machine as an ‘argument’. It is then multiplied by 10 and divided by 2. So
such task of the machine is called Function.
Syntax of Function
def function_name(parameters):
"""docstring"""
statement(s)
The argument is a value or a variable that we are passing into the function as an
input to the function. The body of the function has to be indented and can be of
any number of Python statements.
Remember that you need to always define the function before it is first called.
Example:

def print_lyrics():
print "I'm a aseem, and I'm okay."
print "I sleep all day and I work whole night."
Here, In Line 1 is the header of the function. It states that the name of the
function is print_lyrics and there is no argument accepted by this function.
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Line 2 and Line 3 constitute the body of the function which will perform the
task of printing.
The output of the program written for Example
>>> print_lyrics (enter)
I'm a aseem, and I'm okay Hello
I sleep all day and I work whole night."

3.3 How to call a function in Python
Simply call the function using the function name. If any arguments are there
then you need to write the arguments as well.
To call a function written in Example 1 just type the function name in python
shell as follows
>>> print_lyrics()
Once we have defined a function, we can call it from another function, program
or even the Python prompt. To call a function we simply type the function name
with appropriate parameters.
Example:
def add_numbers(x, y, z):
a=x+y
b=x+z
c=y+z
print(a, b, c)
add_numbers(1, 2, 3)
We passed the number 1 in for the x parameter, 2 in for the y parameter, and 3
in for the z parameter. These values correspond with each parameter in the order
they are given.
The program is essentially doing the following math based on the values we
passed to the parameters:
a=1+2
b=1+3
c=2+3
The function also prints a, b, and c, and based on the math above we would
expect a to be equal to 3, b to be 4, and c to be 5. Let’s run the program:
Run the code
>>>python add_numbers.py
Output
345
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When we pass 1, 2, and 3 as parameters to the add_numbers() function, we
receive the expected output. Parameters are arguments that are typically defined
as variables within function definitions. They can be assigned values when you
run the method, passing the arguments into the function.

3.4 Flow of execution
In order to ensure that a function is defined before its first use, you have to know
the order in which statements are executed, which is called the flow of
execution.
Execution always begins at the first statement of the program. Statements are
executed one at a time, in order from top to bottom.
Function definitions do not alter the flow of execution of the program but
remember that statements inside the function are not executed until the function
is called.
In the middle of a function if a function call appears then the interpreter will
jump to this function execute and come back to the original function.

3.5 Functions with arguments (Parameters and arguments)
Inside the function, the arguments are assigned to variables called parameters.
Here is an example of a user-defined function that takes an argument:
def print_twice(val):
print val
print val
Line 1 is the header of the function. It states that the name of the function as
print_twice and the argument is val.
Line 2 and Line 3 are the body of the function which performs the task of
printing.

This function assigns the argument to a parameter named val. When the
function is called, it prints the value of the parameter (whatever it is) twice.
This function works with any value that can be printed.
>>> print_twice('Hello')
Hello
Hello
>>> print_twice(25)
25
25
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>>> print_twice(math.pi)
3.14159265359
3.14159265359
x = 'Odisha State Open University'
print_twice(x)
Odisha State Open University
Odisha State Open University

3.6 Different Argument types used in Python
There are 3 argument types which are commonly used when writing Python
codes.
• Default arguments
• Required arguments
• Keyword arguments
Default arguments
Consider the following example which demonstrates the use of default arguments.
Example:

def find_average(x, y= 12):
2. average = (x + y)/2
3. print 'The average of', x , 'and',y, 'is', average, '\n'
4. def main():
5. find_average(4, 6)
6. find_average(4)
7. main()
The output of the above program is:
The average of 4 and 6 is 5
The average of 4 and 12 is 8
Required arguments
As its name implies required arguments expect to be called matching with
exactly the function definition. Consider the following example which
demonstrates the use of required arguments.
Example:
def print_twice( myVariable ):
2. print myVariable
3. print myVariable
4. def main():
5. print_twice( )
6. main()
OUTPUT:
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The above program will give the following result:
TypeError: print_twice() takes exactly 1 argument (0 given)
Keyword arguments
With the use of the Keyword arguments, the programmer is able to call the
function with arguments in any order and still the interpreter will match the
values for the arguments and execute the program accordingly.
Example:

def printNumbers( x , y ):
print ('Value of x variable is' , x ,'\n')
print ('Value of y variable is', y ,'\n')
def main():
printNumbers( y = 3, x = 6)
main()
OUTPUT:
Value of x variable is 6
Value of y variable is 3

3.7 void Functions
void functions simply carry out the tasks inside the function but will not return
any value to where it is called.
Some of the functions we are using, such as the math functions, yield results;
for lack of a better name, I call them fruitful functions. Other functions, like
print_twice, perform an action but don’t return a value. They are called void
functions.
Example:
Void functions might display something on the screen or have some other
effect, but they don’t have a return value. If you try to assign the result to a
variable, you get a special value called None.
>>> result = print_twice('Google')
Google
Google
>>> print result
None
The value None is not the same as the string 'None'.

3.8 Functions with return statements
To return any result from a function we need to use the return statement inside
the function body.
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def squareVal ( val );
squareValue = val × val
return squareValue
result = squareVal(10)
print result
OUTPUT:
The output of the above program is 100.
You can see that the print statement is written outside the function squareVal.

3.9 Using main() as a Function
Although in Python you can call the function at the bottom of your program and
it will run (as we have done in the examples above), many programming
languages (like C++ and Java) require the main function in order to execute.
Including a main() function, though not required, can structure our Python
programs in a logical way that puts the most important components of the
program into one function. It can also make our programs easier for non-Python
programmers to read.
We’ll start with adding a main() function to the hello.py program above. We’ll
keep our hello() function, and then define a main() function:
Example:
hello.py
def hello():
print("Hello, World!")
def main():
Within the main() function, let’s include a print() statement to let us know that
we’re in the main() function. Additionally, let’s call the hello() function within
the main() function:
hello.py
def hello():
print("Hello, World!")
def main():
print("This is the main function")
hello()
Finally, at the bottom of the program we’ll call the main() function:
hello.py
def hello():
print("Hello, World!")
def main():
print("This is the main function.")
hello()
main()
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At this point, we can run our program:
>>>python hello.py
We’ll receive the following output:
Output
This is the main function.
Hello, World!
Because we called the hello() function within main() and then only called
main() to run, the Hello, World! text printed only once, after the string that told
us we were in the main function. Next, we’re going to be working with multiple
functions, so it is worth reviewing the variable scope of global and local
variables. If you define a variable within a function block, you’ll only be able
to use that variable within that function. If you would like to use variables across
functions it may be better to declare a global variable.

3.10 Built-in functions
The functions that we used in the earlier examples are all user-defined
functions. Python has built-in functions which we can use by simply calling
them by their names and relevant arguments. You do not have to define these
built-in functions.
Consider the built-in function len which gives the length of a string as its output.
len('Odisha State Open University’)
OUTPUT: 28 (including space)
Some built-in-functions and their functionality are listed below. For the
complete list of built-in functions available in Python, visit the web page
https://docs.python.org/3/library/functions.html
String Methods
abs(x) :- Return the absolute value of a number. The argument may be an
integer or a floating-point number. If the argument is a complex number, its
magnitude is returned.
bool([x]):- Return a Boolean value, either True or False. x is converted using
the standard truth testing procedure. If x is false or omitted, this returns False;
otherwise, it returns True.
chr(i):- Return the string representing a character whose Unicode code point is
the integer i. For example, chr(97) returns the string ‘a’ , while chr(8364)
returns the string ‘€’.
divmod(a, b):- Take two (non complex) numbers as arguments and return a pair
of numbers consisting of their quotient and remainder when using integer
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division. With mixed operand types, the rules for binary arithmetic operators
apply.
max(iterable, *[, key, default]):- Return the largest item in an iterable or the
largest of two or more arguments.
max(arg1, arg2, *args[, key]):-Return the largest item in an iterable or the
largest of two or more arguments.
min(iterable, *[, key, default]):- Return the smallest item in an iterable or the
smallest of two or more arguments
min(arg1, arg2, *args[, key]):-Return the smallest item in an iterable or the
smallest of two or more arguments.
round(number[,ndigits]):- Return number rounded to n digits precision after
the decimal point. If digits are omitted or are None, it returns the nearest integer
to its input.

3.11Type Conversion functions
One type of built-in functions that are available in Python is type conversion
functions. These functions convert values from one type of values to another
type.
The int function converts any value to an integer but it does not round the
number.
• int( ‘9’) gives the output as 9
• int( 9.7) gives the output as 9
• int (-102) gives the output as -102
• int(‘Introduction to Python’) gives the output as the error message
➢ The float function converts integers and strings to floating-point numbers
• float(88) gives the output as 88.0
• float(‘88’) gives the output as 88.0

➢ The str function converts its arguments to string • str(9.7) will give
the output as ‘9.7’

3.12 Math functions
Python has a math module that provides most of the familiar mathematical
functions. A module is a file that contains a collection of related functions.
Before we use any math function we need to import this math module to our
program by typing import math.
>>> import math
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This statement creates a module object named math. If you print the module
object, you get some information about it:
>>> print math
<module 'math' (built-in)>
After importing the math module to access the functions you have to specify
the name of the module and the name of the function separated by a dot.
Example:
>>> radians = 0.7
>>> height = math.sin(radians)
Lambda Function
Lambda functions in Python are unnamed functions which are also known as
anonymous functions. These functions can be very helpful when writing short
functions which do not need a function definition with the keyword def.
Consider the following two Python programs written to get an average of two
numbers using a normal function and using a lambda function.
Without the lambda function
def find_average(x, y):
average = (x + y)/2
print average
def main():
find_average(4, 6)
main()
Output 5

lambda function
print(lambda x, y: (x+ y)/2)
(4,6)
or
g = lambda x, y: (x+ y)/2
print (g((4,6))
Output 5

3.13 Unit summary
In this unit, you learnt the importance of using functions and how to use
functions. Further, you learnt how to define functions, to write functions with
different argument types, describe the difference between the in-built functions
and user-defined functions, to write user-defined functions, to use inbuilt
functions, import math module into a Python program and to use lambda
functions.

3.14 References
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Unit-04 (Strings)
Introduction
Strings are an important data type commonly used in Python. In this unit, we
learn how to create strings and manipulate them.
Upon completion of this unit you will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explain the structure of a string.
apply basic operations on strings
apply methods in strings to a program
how to create and print strings
how to concatenate and replicate strings
how to store strings in variables

4.1 Strings in Python
In Python, we can represent a sequence of characters as a string. There is no
type for handling single characters, as other languages have. A character is a
string of length 1. A string is surrounded with either double or single quotes ("
" or ' ')
We can extract single characters with indexing. We can concatenate strings with
the addition operator (+).
A string is a sequence of one or more characters (letters, numbers, symbols)
that can be either a constant or a variable. Made up of Unicode, strings are
immutable sequences, meaning they are unchanging.
Because the text is such a common form of data that we use in everyday life,
the string data type is a very important building block of programming.
We can access the characters one at a time with the bracket operator:
>>> university = 'OSOU'
>>> letter = university[1]
The second statement selects character number 1 from university and assigns it
to letter.
The expression in brackets is called an index. The index indicates which
character in the sequence you want (hence the name).
But you might not get what you expect:
>>> print letter
Output: S
For most people, the first letter of 'OSOU' is O, not S. But for computer
scientists, the index is an offset from the beginning of the string, and the offset
of the first letter is zero.
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>>> letter = university[0]
>>> print letter
OUTPUT: O

Value

O

S

O

U

Offset

0

1

2

3

Example:
name = "aseem"
email = 'ak.patel@osou.ac.in'
name_and_email: str = name + " " + email
print(name_and_email)
OUTPUT:
aseem ak.patel@osou.ac.in

We can use any expression, including variables and operators, as an index, but
the value of the index has to be an integer. Otherwise, you get:
>>> letter = university [2.5]
TypeError: string indices must be integers, not float
Python has no character type and the characters are treated as strings of length
one which each one is called a ‘substring’.
A string can be specified using single quotes or double quotes which means the
same in Python.
‘Odisha State Open University’ works exactly the same way as “Odisha State
Open University”.

4.2 String formatting
Often we need to print a message including text, numbers etc stored in other
variables. In such a case string formatting is needed. The % sign which is used
to show where the value of the variable should be is called a placeholder.
Example:
universityName = “Odisha State Open University”
vcName = “Dr. S Mohapatra”
print(“ Name of my ubiversity is %s, “ %universityName)
print(Our VC is %s, %vcName)
There is a special built-in function in Python for string formatting called format,
which allows a string to be constructed from other information.
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Example:
mark = 60
name = 'aseem'
print('{0} has secured {1} marks for python'.format(name,mark))

4.2.1 Escape Sequences
An escape sequence of characters is used to denote a special character or which
has been reversed for a special purpose. An escape sequence starts with a
backslash ‘\’.
Here are Some Common escape sequences:
Sequence

Meaning

\\

Literal backslash

\’

Single quote

\”

Double quote

\n

Newline

\t

Tab

Example:
inserting a new line in a string;
print(“Hello I am aseem.\n, This is my friend Sibananda”)
inserting apostrophes;
print(“Hello I\’m aseem Patel.\n, This is my friend Sibananda.”)

4.3 String Operations and Methods
There are many built-in functions which perform operations on strings. Using
‘len’ function to find the length, finding substrings, comparisons and
concatenation are few common operations.

4.3.1 Determining String Length using len method
The string method len() returns the number of characters in a string.
This method is useful for when you need to enforce minimum or maximum
password lengths, for example, or to truncate larger strings to be within certain
limits for use as abbreviations.
Example:
strlen = "Odisha State Open University."
print(len(strlen))
Output:
29
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In the above example We set the variable strlen equal to the string " Odisha
State Open University." and then we passed that variable to the len() method
with len(strlen). We then passed the method into the print() method so that we
could see the output on the screen from our program.

4.3.2 join(), split(), and replace() Methods
The str.join(), str.split(), and str.replace() methods are a few additional ways to
manipulate strings in Python.
The str.join() method will concatenate two strings but in a way
that passes one string through another.
Example:
Now, let’s use the str.join() method to add whitespace to that string,
val = "Hello india."
print(" ".join(val))
Output:
H e l l o I n d I a.
str.join() method
We can also use the str.join() method to return a string that is a
reversal from the original string:
print("".join(reversed(val)))
Ouput
.aidnI olleH

4.3.3 str.split() method
we can also split strings up. To do this, we will use the str.split() method. The
str.split() method returns a list of strings that are separated by whitespace if no
other parameter is given.
We can also use str.split() to remove certain parts of an original string.
Example:
print(val.split())
Ouput:
['Hello', 'India']
For example, let’s remove the letter a from the string:
Val= balloon = "Sammy has a balloon."
print(val.split("a"))
Ouput:
['S', 'mmy h', 's ', ' b', 'lloon.']
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Now the letter “a” has been removed and the strings have been separated where
each instance of the letter “a” had been, with whitespace retained.

4.3.4 str.replace() method
The str.replace() method can take an original string and return an updated string
with some replacement.
Example:
val= balloon = "aseem has a dog."
print(balloon.replace("has","had"))
Output:
aseem had a dog.

4.3.5 Traversal through a string with a loop
Many computations involve processing a string one character at a time. Often
they start at the beginning, select each character in turn, do something to it, and
continue until the end. This pattern of processing is called a traversal. One way
to write a traversal is with a while loop:
Example:
flower= ‘rose’
i=0
while i < len(flower):
letter = flower[i]
print letter
i=i+1

4.3.6 String slices
A segment of a string is called a slice. Selecting a slice is similar to selecting a
character:
>>> s = 'aseempatel'
>>> print s[0:5]
aseem
>>> print s[5:10]
patel
The operator [n:m] returns the part of the string from the “n-eth” character to
the “m-eth” character, including the first but excluding the last.
If you omit the first index (before the colon), the slice starts at the beginning of
the string. If you omit the second index, the slice goes to the end of the string:
>>> flower = 'jasmine'
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>>> flower[:3] 'jas'
>>> fruit[3:] 'ine'
If the first index is greater than or equal to the second the result is an empty
string, represented by two quotation marks:
>>> flower = 'jasmine'
>>> flower[3:3]
An empty string contains no characters and has length 0, but other than that, it
is the same as any other string.

4.3.7 String center()
The method center() makes str centred by taking the width parameter into
account. Padding is specified by parameter fillchar. Default filler is a space.
Syntax
str.center(width[, fillchar])
Example:
str = "India won the World CUP"
str1= str.center(30,'a')
str2= str.center(30)
print(str1)
print (str2)
OUTPUT:
aaaIndia won the World CUPaaaa
India won the World CUP

4.3.8 String count()
The method str.count(substr [, start [, end]]) returns the number of occurrence
of Python string substr in string str. By using parameter start and end you can
give slice of str .
Syntax
str.count(substr [, start [, end]])
Example:
str: str = "This is a counting example"
sub = "i"
print(str.count(sub,0,len(str)))
sub = "a"
print(str.count(sub))
OUTPUT: 2
2
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4.3.9 String find()
The find() method used to find out whether a string occurs in the given string
or its substrings.
Syntax
str.find(str, beg=0 end=len(string))
Example:
str: str =" it is not easy to play another man's game"
print(str)
str1="man"
str2= "woman"
print(str.find(str1))
print(str.find(str1,38))
print(str.find(str2))
OUTPUT:
it is not easy to play another man's game
31
-1
-1
If given Python string is found, then the find() method returns its index. If
Python string is not found then -1 would be returned.

4.4 Strings are immutable
It is tempting to use the [] operator on the left side of an assignment, with the
intention of
Changing a character in a string.
For example:
>>> greeting = 'Hello, world!'
>>> greeting[0] = 'J'
TypeError: 'str' object does not support item assignment
The “object” in this case is the string and the “item” is the character you tried
to assign. For now, an object is the same thing as a value, but we will refine that
definition later. An item is one of the values in a sequence.
The reason for the error is that strings are immutable, which means you can’t
change an existing string. The best you can do is create a new string that is a
variation on the original:
>>> greeting = 'Hello, world!'
>>> new_greeting = 'J' + greeting[1:]
>>> print new_greeting
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Jello, world!
This example concatenates a new first letter onto a slice of greeting. It has no
effect on the original string.

4.5 The ‘in’ operator
The word in is a boolean operator that takes two strings and returns True if the
first appears as a substring in the second:
>>> 'a' in ‘aseem'
True
>>> 'see' in 'aseem'
True
>>> 'seed' in 'aseem'
False

4.6 Boolean Methods
Python has some string methods that will evaluate to a Boolean value. These
methods are useful when we are creating forms for users to fill in, for example.
If we are asking for a postcode we will only want to accept a numeric string,
but when we are asking for a name, we will only want to accept an alphabetic
string.
There are a number of string methods that will return Boolean values:
Example:
Example:
number = "5"
letters = "abcdef"
print(number.isnumeric())
print(letters.isnumeric())
OUTPUT:
True
False
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Method

True if

str.isalnum()

String consists of only alphanumeric characters
(no symbols)

str.isalpha()

String consists of only alphabetic characters (no
symbols)

str.islower()

String’s alphabetic characters are all lower case

str.isnumeric()

String consists of only numeric characters

str.isspace()

String consists of only whitespace characters

str.istitle()

String is in title case

str.isupper()

String’s alphabetic characters are all upper case

Example:
isalnum()
Syntax
str.isalnum()
The method isalnum() is used to determine whether the Python string consists
of alphanumeric characters, false otherwise.
Example:
str: str= "aseem123"
print(str.isalnum())
str: str= "..@@!!"
print(str.isalnum())
Out-put: True False

isalpha()
The method isalpha() return true if the Python string contains only alphabetic
character(s),false otherwise.
Syntax
str.isalpha()
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Example:
str: str= "aseem123"
print(str.isalpha())
str: str= "aseem"
print(str.isalpha())
Out-put: False True

isdigit()
The method isdigit() return true if the Python string contains only digit(s),false
otherwise. Example shows rest story
Syntax
str.isdigit()
Example:
str: str= "aseem123"
print(str.isdigit())
str: str= "587"
print(str.isdigit())
Out-put: False True

islower()
The method islower() return true if the Python string contains only lower cased
character(s), false otherwise.
Syntax
str.islower()
Example:
str: str= "aseem patel"
print(str.islower())
str: str= "Aseem patel"
print(str.islower())
Out-put: True False

isspace()
The method isspace() return true if the Python string contains only white
space(s).
Syntax
str.isspace()
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Example:
str: str = " "
print(str.isspace())
str: str = ""
print(str.isspace())
str: str = "aseem Patel"
print(str.isspace())
Output: True False

False

istitle()
The method istitle() return true if the string is a titlecased.
Syntax
str.istitle()
Example:
str: str = "Aseem patel"
print(str.istitle())
str: str = "aseem patel"
print(str.istitle())
str: str = "Aseem Patel"
print(str.istitle())
Out-put:
False
False
True

isupper()
The method isupper() return true if the string contains only upper cased
character(s), false otherwise.
Syntax
str.isupper()
Example:
str: str = "Aseem"
print(str.isupper())
str: str = "aseem"
print(str.isupper())
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str: str = "ASEEM"
print(str.isupper())
Out-put:
False
False
True

ljust()
When you provide the string to the method ljust(), it returns the string left
justified. Total length of string is defined in first parameter of method width.
Padding is done as defined in second parameter fillchar.( default is space)
Syntax:
str.ljust(width[, fillchar])
Example:
str: str = "Aseem"
print(str.ljust(13,"#"))
str: str = "aseem"
print(str.ljust(13))
str: str = "ASEEM"
print(str.ljust(3,"*"))
Out-put
Aseem########
aseem
ASEEM
In above example you can see that if you don't define the fillchar then the method
ljust() automatically take space as fillchar.

rjust()
When you provide the string to the method rjust(), it returns the string right
justified. Total length of string is defined in first parameter of method width .
Padding is done as defined in second parameter fillchar .( default is space)
Syntax
str.rjust(width[, fillchar])
Example
str: str = "Aseem"
print(str.rjust(13,"#"))
str: str = "aseem"
print(str.rjust(13))
str: str = "ASEEM"
print(str.rjust(3,"*"))
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Out-put
########Aseem
aseem
ASEEM

capitalize()
This function capitalizes first letter of string.
Example
str: str = "aseem patel"
print(str.capitalize())
OUTPUT: Aseem patel

lower()
The method lower() returns a copy of the string in which all case-based
characters have been converted to lower case.
Syntax
str.lower()
Example
str: str = "ASEEM PATEL"
print(str.lower())
OUTPUT: aseem patel

upper()
The method upper() returns a copy of the string in which all case-based
characters have been converted to upper case.
Syntax
str.upper()
Example
str: str = " aseem patel"
print(str.upper())
OUTPUT: ASEEM PATEL

title()
The method title() returns a copy of the string in which the first character of all
words of string are capitalized.
Syntax
str.title()
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Example:
str: str = "ASEEM PATEL"
print(str.title())
str: str = "asee Patel"
print(str.title())
str: str = "aseem PATEL"
print(str.title())
OUTPUT:
Aseem Patel
Asee Patel
Aseem Patel

swapcase()
The method swapcase() returns a copy of the string in which all cased based
character swap their case.
Syntax
str.swapcase()
Example:
str: str = "ASEEM PATEL"
print(str.swapcase())
str: str = "asee Patel"
print(str.swapcase())
str: str = "aseem PATEL"
print(str.swapcase())
OUTPUT:
aseem patel
ASEE pATEL
ASEEM patel

strip()
The method strip() returns a copy of the string in which specified char(s) have
been stripped from both sides of string. If char is not specified then space is taken
as default.
Syntax
str.strip([chars])
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Example:
str: str = "&&&&&&&&ASEEM&&&&&&&"
print(str.strip('&'))
OUTPUT: ASEEM

replace()
The method replace() returns the string in which occurrences of string specified
by parameter old have been replaced with string specified by parameter new.
The parameter max defined how many occurrences have been replaced. If max
is not specified then all occurrences will be replaced.
Syntax
str.replace(old, new[, max])
Example:
str: str = "Indra Gandhi National Open University"
print(str.replace('Indra Gandhi',"Odisha"))
OUTPUT: Odisha National Open University

4.7 Parsing strings
Often, we want to look into a string and find a substring. For example, if we are
presented a series of lines formatted as follows:
From aseem@ osou.ac.in Fri Jan 28 18:15:10 2018
And we want to pull out only the second half of the address (i.e. osou.ac.in)
from each line. We can do this using the find method and string slicing.
First, we find the position of the @ symbol in the string. Then we find the
position of the first space after the @ symbol. And then we use string slicing to
extract the portion of the string which we are looking for.
Example:
>>> data = aseem@ osou.ac.inFriJan2818:10:102018'
>>> atpos = data.find('@')
>>> print atpos 6
>>> sppos = data.find(' ',atpos)
>>> print sppos 7
>>> host = data[atpos+1:sppos]
>>> print host ososu.ac.in
>>>
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4.8 Unit summary
In this Unit, you learned how to define a string, format a string and how to
perform string operations on strings. String comparison, finding string length,
string concatenation, extracting substrings and string slicing is the main
operations that were discussed. We also discussed that strings are immutable
and are treated as objects in Python which has its own set of functions.
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